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by Alan Carter

by Randy J. Stine

"Some say that the apocalypse is about to begin," said Tom
Ray, vice president and corporate director of engineering for
Buckley Broadcasting.
"I'm the one who will be starting it?'
That would be when Ray, an outspoken advocate of AM
HD Radio who is also an RW contributor, keeps the HD-R
signal of the powerful 50 kW WOR 710HD in New York on
the air at night and skywave effect takes his embedded digital
signal hundreds of miles outside the designated service area
along with the analog stream.
This, many observers believe, will undoubtedly create
increased interference with first-adjacent and second-adjacent
analog stations by the digital channels along the way.

College basketball coaching legend John Wooden said
he defined success as " the
peace of mind obtained only
in the self-satisfaction of
knowing that you made the
effort to become the best of
which you're capable?'
AM broadcasters in this
country are doing the best
they can to raise ratings and
increase revenue as they battle for listeners who have
ever-increasing entertainment
options. Some AM stations,
in large and small markets
alike, are struggling. However, many also appear to be
thriving. Here are four.
WGN(AM) in Chicago is a
success no matter how you
See AM SUCCESS, page 10

Nighttime AM HD-R
Until the FCC approved so-called "final" rules for in-band,
on-channel digital radio broadcasting in the United States, an
AM station broadcasting adigital signal was not allowed to keep
it on at night for that very reason: potential interference issues.
But in approving the rules in March and allowing nighttime
AM HD-R to take effect soon, the commission made it clear
See AM IBOC, page 24

Joel McCred of Cledr
Channel in Des Moines.
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get a new plan.'
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PPM Houston
Data Shows Heavy
Ethnic Listening
NEW YORK Arbitron debuts its Portable
People Meter ratings service in New York
in October, and says it has many of the
panelists who will wear the meter in that
market selected. It also is recruiting in Los
Angeles and Chicago; those markets will
get PPM ratings next year.
In the meantime, the company released
the first "currency" ratings from the
Houston PPM in July.

NEWSWATCH•
Houston is the second market to measure radio audience electronically, after
Philadelphia. The June PPM survey ratings cover listening from May 31 through
June 27.
Arbitron said PPM data in Houston
show that radio delivers consistently high
levels of weekly and daily cume audiences.
Also, Hispanics and African-Americans
spend more time listening to radio than
other consumer segments of the Houston
radio metro, it said. The data shows that
over the courseof aweek, 95.5 percent of
African Americans, ages 6+, listen to
radio, as do 95.8 percent of Hispanics.
Children as young as 6 are eligible to
participate in PPM-based ratings, which

means age 6-11 is the newest measured
_
radio demographic.
During April in Houston, 476,500 children in that age range were exposed to
radio over the course of aweek, or 95.8
percent of children 6-11 in the metro.

Arbitron: Radio
Delivers Working
Listeners
NEW YORK Radio sales people can
use a new phrase to describe its power:
the medium that delivers working people.

Arbitron said the PPM ratings in
Houston show that while more than 56
percent of that adult population is
employed full time, more than 69 perdent
of the radio audience works full time.
Radio's "working persons" advantage
also applies for the Hispanic and AfricanAmerican listener, it said.

Indecency Redux
WASHINGTON A bill that would
direct the FCC to fine broadcasters that
air afleeting or single indecent utterance
was on its way to the Senate floor for a
vote in July. FCC Chairman Kevin Martin
praised the bill.
The Senate Commerce Committee
passed the measure, introduced by Jay
Rockefeller, D-W.Va. and Mark Pryor, DArk.
Commerce Chairman Daniel Inouye,
D- Hawaii, and ranking member Ted
Stevens, R- Alaska, co- sponsored the
measure, which would require the FCC to
maintain a policy that the broadcast of a
single word or image may be considered
indecent.
Observers said the measure had agood
chance of passing the House as well and
being signed by the president. In June, a
federal appeals court told the commission
it had not justified this portion of its indecency rule.

NAB Presses for
Information
WASHINGTON NAB wants the FCC
to release information related to what it
says are satellite radio's violations of
See NEVVSWATCH, page 6
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Pros, Cons of Satellite Merger Debated
WASHINGTON Those who favor a
combined satellite radio company say
such an entity will provide customers
more programming choice and ala carte
pricing options. Opponents say amerger
would create amonopoly with fewer program options and higher prices.
More than 5,000 comments were filed
to the FCC about the proposed satellite
radio merger by the July 9 deadline.
Reply comments were due July 24.
XM and Sirius said more than 3,500
individuals as well as 20 organizations
and businesses filed comments in support
of the union.
Here is a sampling of merger comments filed to MB Docket 07-57. The
commission has also opened a separate
proceeding asking for comment on
whether it should change its rule preventing the two satcasters from combining.
We'll take a look at those remarks in a
subsequent issue.

Former Attorney General
Edwin Meese III & James Gattuso
The Heritage Foundation
Washington:
We believe that the proposed merger is
consistent with the public interest, and
the commission should grant the applications. ...

there. Certainly, there are differences —
terrestrial radio has more local programming and is free, while satellite radio is
more specialized and is subscriptionbased. But these differences do not mean
that the two industry segments operate in
separate markets. Instead, they are simply

tinued competition.
Second, it masks the reality that subscription price is but one part of alarger
value equation. If price is held constant,
but asubscriber receives less, then aprice
freeze does not protect the subscriber.
Consumers will lose commercial-free

There is a bait-and-switch element

BSW's Remote
Broadcast Sale

ON
NOW!
www.bswusa.com
r • ellhla 4

to this transaction.

44•40

— Consumer Coalition for
Competition in Satellite Radio
alternatives within the market from which
consumers may choose. ...
Critics ... argue that competition is
uneven because satellite radio is subscription-based and — unlike broadcasters whose ad-revenue depends upon ratings — doesn't lose money unless a
customer drops his or her subscription.
But does satellite radio really have alock
on consumers?
A radio subscription isn't like an electric bill; few consumers see it as a "must
have." If radio broadcasters provide
enough of what they want, subscribers
will leave.

satellite radio with this merger, because
it will eliminate competition. The merger
will result in arapid transition to advertising.
Sirius CEO Mel Karmazin has promised this to Wall Street. Moreover, subscribers will lose some of the channels
they may value the most. There simply is
no way to cross-sell the content of each
system on the other without reducing the
total number of channels on each. So, even
if aprice freeze appeared to have value,
there is abait-and-switch element to this
transaction: consumers will get fewer
overall channels, with commercials. ...

JK Audio Remote Mix 4CIII)
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headphone amp ALL IN ONE for max efficiency
•Bluetooth technology for wireles. freedom
•Loads of I/0s to handle most any application
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Bswusa.com
Consumers today can choose among
terrestrial radio, satellite radio, and —
increasingly — Internet-based radio programming. Excluding Internet programming, XM and Sirius account for only
3.4 percent of total radio listenership.
Moreover, other forms of audio entertainment compete for American ears. In
fact, iPods and other MP3 devices, which
have grown phenomenally in recent
years, may be the biggest challenge to
radio of any kind.
Critics of the XM-Sirius merger, however, have argued that this competition

800-426-8434

Consumer Coalition for Competition
in Satellite Radio
Washington:
The Consumer Coalition for Competition in Satellite Radio, representing
Sirius and XM subscribers, opposes the
merger....
There are no meaningful merger-related gains for consumers in this merger.
When subscribers were asked whether
they would be willing to pay more to

(I)t is important for the commission to
consider the adverse impact on consumers both within and outside of the
larger Arbitron markets, especially in the
areas where there is service by few, if
any, local radio stations. C3SR provides
the commission with an analysis of geographic areas that have few, if any, local
radio signals. The analysis reveals the
extent of potential harm resulting from
this merger by identifying rural, unserved
and underserved geographic areas where
satellite radio service may be the only
available radio service, or where it is critically important because there are few, if
any, free local radio stations.

A radio subscription isn't like an electric bill;
few consumers see it as a 'must have.'
— The Heritage Foundation

doesn't count. Satellite radio, it is argued,
is so different from these other alternatives that it is really aseparate market all
to itself.
But is the satellite radio business really
that distinct? To consumers, after all,
radio is radio. They don't care how it gets

receive the programming currently
offered by both XM and Sirius, nearly
three-quarters of the respondents said
"no." Moreover, aprice freeze is an illusory pseudo-benefit. First, it requires a
counter intuitive assumption — subscription prices would rise, not fall, with con-

Chris McCarthy
General Manager
Cherry Creek Radio
Billings, Mont.:
Iam writing to voice my opposition to
the proposed merger of XM Radio and
Sirius Radio.
Similar to the FCC's ruling on
Echostar and Dish Network, the merger
of these two companies would create one
provider with amonopoly on the service
See MERGER, page 5
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A Key Radio Dealer Changes Hands
Over two days this summer, what had
been the Harris Broadcast vendor business arrived in Pineville, N.C., from Ohio
as four big truckloads pulled up, a few
hours apart, at the SCMS loading dock.
Iwas pleased to learn that SCMS has
acquired the "box house" business of
Harris. Typically I'd be leery of acquisitions that could result in fewer choices
for buyers, because avibrant equipment
economy is vital to your job and mine.
But I'd heard rumors for some time that
Harris was looking to sell off its vendor
operation, the descendant of the old
Allied Broadcast, and the company clearly has been moving in other directions.
This deal now moves the resale business, including the Harris phone center,
into the hands of acompany more suited
to the dealer business by recent temperament and corporate philosophy. ( The
move has little to no bearing on Harris
manufactured products.)
Market maturity
Bob Cauthen, president and GM of
SCMS, has been in this business for 31
years. He knows that broadcast radio
equipment sales is amature market so he
has chosen to grow his company in part
by acquiring the "huge market share" that
Harris enjoyed.
And despite the market maturity's, he
told me this is agood time to be adealer
thanks to the practices of radio groups —
"every time they do something, they have
to build new studios, microwaves, RF
equipment" — and because new stations
continue to be added. "The FCC has a
window coming up for a ton of educational stations; they'll all be new business. There will also always be replacement business."
While some suppliers pin growth
hopes on HD Radio, Cauthen feels the
peak of the digital rollout for major radio
groups has already passed. "We'll still see
continued growth for IBOC in the next 10
years, but nothing like we did in 2005."
But the vendor business in general —
which he defines as everything in the air
chain except the transmitter — is "very,
very healthy." SCMS enjoyed record sales
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last year, he said, atop 10 years of growth.
Another factor makes things easier on
dealers than in the past. "The groups are
easier to get payment from than the single mom and pops of adecade ago; and
the independent stations that are left after
consolidation are strong," Cauthen said.
"We don't have as near the payment
problems that we did adecade ago."
Not that the vendor market isn't competitive. Three to five dealers or more
might bid on agiven big project. SCMS
carries gear from approximately 500 companies; adealer must constantly "shop
smart," taking advantage of manufacturer
specials, keeping inventory in stock but

Frain the Edlitm.

or "sales of Harris-branded products, RF
and transmission solutions, console and
radio studio systems."
Rep ties
Ionce wrote acolumn here headlined
"Hail to the Box House." Such companies remain a vital link in the industry
supply chain. For radio veterans, this deal
recalls how the broadcast sales channel
changed when Roy Ridge created Allied.
"When Istarted in 1976 there weren't
really dealers:' Cauthen recalls. "Everyone was a manufacturer's rep. You had
Ray McMartin, who had anationwide set
of representatives. Harris had their own

Paul J. McLane

the dealer business by recent temperament

Dielectric and Moseley — but, he said,
"We found as we looked across the portfolio of something like 25,000 items that
there are companies out there that are far
better at handling high-volume, smalltransaction sales."
Next issue I'll talk with Pannell about
Harris' evolving strategy including its
new channel partner structure.

and corporate philosophy.

***

This deal moves the Harris resale operation
into the hands of a company more suited to

Did you know you can enjoy many of
RW's most popular columns and stories
not backed up. Pressure on margins will
sales people; the same with Continental
long after each issue has come and gone?
always be tighter for companies in this
and RCA. They were all independent
When you visit radioworld.com, note
type of business than for manufacturers.
companies; if they sold something they
the series of tabs on the left side of your
But Harris didn't sell because it's a didn't manufacture, it was private-labeled.
screen. You'll find tabs for commentaries,
bad business to be in, Cauthen said. "I Belar private-labeled alot.
including guest opinions and RW editorithink their margins were very
"Roy Ridge changed the industry,"
als; tech tips; all of Guy Wire's recent
respectable, as good as they were in the
Cauthen continued. "He started buying
ravings; years of articles about digital
Allied days; but there was achange in
and reselling, telemarketing. The industry
radio, super for research; product evaluaphilosophy there. Manufacturing margins
changed from exclusive manufacturer's
tions including a number of HD Radio
were greater, and software margins were
reps to a dealer network. That was a receivers; Buc Fitch's popular Milestones
many times greater. It was a corporate
major change and it never changed back.
articles; features on radio IT managedecision to be more beholden to their
"We continued to have afew exclusive
ment; Cris Alexander's HD Radio
stockholders."
lines, but we also became a dealer in
Conversion Digest; Skip Pizzi's superb
Generally, he said, Harris customers
order to supply packages. At the same
industry analyses; Steve Lanapen's Wired
have been receptive to the change. "We're
time the manufacturers quit this private for Sound columns; Scott Fybush's stotrying to make it very transparent," he
labeling stuff." The industry became
ries about favorite tower sites; and thousaid. SCMS acquired Harris' dealer prodmore diverse and package-oriented; Roy
sands upon thousands of tips from John
ucts inventory, phone numbers and referRidge was the stimulus.
Bisset in the Workbench archive.
rals from their Web site. The relevant
What now for Harris? Chris Pannell,
Roots of Radio is a radio history
Harris phone numbers are forwarded to
the company's new director of North
buff's paradise; and Workbench alone is
SCMS staff, including two employees
American sales for radio, RF and studio
like an online radio technical training
who came along with the sale. The Harris
systems, tells me Harris hasn't totally
course. Reading through the massive
800 number now has aprompt that offers
exited the vendor business — it will still
number of articles is like getting an
callers achoice of "sales of audio equipoffer some "bread and butter" transmisinformal college education in hands-on
ment and non-Harris branded products"
sion items from brands like ERI,
broadcast technology. e
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Merger
Continued from page 3

There would be no competition and it
would be extremely difficult, and costprohibitive, for any new competition to
enter in the business.
Although there are several other reason[s] why this merger should not be
allowed Ibelieve that the fact that it will
create amonopoly is all the argument that
is needed.

the merged company should not be permitted to continue or enter into any
exclusive arrangement with any car manufacturer; to the extent XM or Sirius has
any current contracts that provide for
exclusivity, those exclusivity provisions
should be terminated before they may
close the merger transaction. ...
Second, the commission should not
permit car manufacturers to be represented on the board of directors of the newly
formed company. These two reasonable
measures would help assure that the
merger will not interfere with consumers'
ability to obtain new wireless audio services in their vehicles.

packages offering the "best of both" services for significantly less than the current
combined price, as well as packages of
fewer channels at much lower prices. ...
We believe that efficiencies realized
from the merger will benefit our customers in other ways, as well. For example, the merged company will likely

Brian Rundle
Gainesville, Fla.:

It makes absolutely no sense to keep
these two companies from merging.

— Brian Rundle

improve upon current in-vehicle services
that support the driving experience, such
as traffic and weather, and promote the
introduction of exciting new services. It
will also provide amore robust and stable
platform for satellite radio generally, and
maximize its prospects for success in the
increasingly competitive market for audio
entertainment services.

Iwas an employee of GM for 4 years
and my current vehicle had XM Satellite
radio. Ihave always enjoyed the commercial- free music channels and different
programming they offer.
It was then announced that Howard
Stern could only be heard on Sirius
Satellite, and being the Stern fan that I
am, Ihad to have it. However, that now
leaves me paying for two different services that virtually offer the same thing. Not
Clear Channel Communications
really sure how this is abargain for me.
San Antonio, Texas:
It makes absolutely no sense to keep
these two companies from merging.
There is already ample evidence in the
record that the proposed merger of the
nation's only two SDARS licensees,
beyond the threshold fact that it would
Wayne Killen
violate the commission's unambiguous
Director, Product Planning
Hyundai Motor America
Fountain Valley, Calif:
Beginning in late 2006, we began
offering XM Satellite Radio as standard
equipment across our car models. ...
A frustration for our customers ... is
that they cannot easily access the best programming from both satellite radio services. For example, without incurring additional installation hassles of asecond radio
receiver and paying avery high price, XM
subscribers cannot receive programming
unique to Sirius, such as NASCAR and
the National Football League.
We understand that the merger will
eliminate these issues by expanding programming choices and pricing options for
all Hyundai customers. Rather than being
forced to choose between content that currently is exclusive to one satellite radio
provider, our customers will gain access to

free, local radio stations, which would
not be able to match the merged firm's
ability to obtain high value content, largely because they are unable to respond to
this competitive threat through any meaningful growth.
For these reasons, the commission
should deny the proposed merger of XM
and Sirius as not serving the public interest, convenience and necessity. Indeed,
the only circumstance under which
approval of the proposed merger might
survive scrutiny under the commission's
public interest test would be if the commission were to contemporaneously
eliminate all local radio ownership regulations, thus freeing local radio broadcasters to be in a position to match the
competition between XM and Sirius that
would be lost. •

NO CHARGE

Digital Upgrade!

Reps Urge FCC to Move on
AM Translators
Fifteen members of Congress, including the House Budget Committee chairman, told the FCC that they support arule change that would allow AM operators
to use FM translators as afill-in service, NAB said.
Doing so would benefit "the millions of Americans who enjoy listening to AM
radio," the House members wrote to the commission's chairman, Kevin Martin.
John Spratt is the Democratic chair of the budget committee. The original sponsors of the rule change include two Republicans and aDemocrat.
"Communities and consumers will benefit from improved AM service," they
told the commission. "Approval of this rule will mean that AM stations unable to
broadcast local events that typically occur at night, like political debates and high
school sports, will become able to deliver coverage."
The rule change would "allow AM broadcasters to overcome the all-too-familiar interference of their signals caused by mountains, buildings, computers, fluorescent lighting and other conditions." Translators would also improve service for
those AMs that must power down or off at night.
The proposed change is in the petition for rule- making phase. The legislators
asked the commission to move ahead to anotice of proposed rule-making.
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prohibition against such a combination,
should be rejected by the commission due
to the anticompetitive and anti-consumer
effects that would flow from creating an
intramodal SDARS monopoly.
Regardless of the market definition,
the proposed merger, if approved, would
undermine the viability of America's

Slacker Inc.
San Diego:
Slacker takes no position regarding
whether the commission should approve
the merger ... Slacker is concerned, however, that this merger may have the effect
of limiting the ability of consumers to
have a choice of audio services in their
automobiles. ...
Slacker is anew personal audio service that will soon be available nationwide. ... Slacker customers get content
for their Slacker device via WiFi,
Internet, and satellite. ... Slacker does
not consider itself to offer a substitutable service for XM or Sirius satellite
radio services, and does not intend to
price its services and equipment based
on XM or Sirius prices.
XM and Sirius have sought close relationships with car manufacturers. ...
General Motors has always had an ownership interest in XM. [GM] holds aseat
on the XM Board of Directors, as does
Honda Motors. Sirius also has strong
relationships with, among others,
DaimlerChrysler and Ford since the
1990s. ...
Although XM and Sirius have exclusive relationships with some car manufacturers, car dealers presently can often
install competitors' satellite radios. ...
But the proposed XM-Sirius merger
could give the merged company enough
economic leverage to obtain or expand
exclusive arrangements with car manufacturers. And to the extent car manufacturers also have economic interests in the
single satellite radio provider, they will
have an incentive to make it difficult or
impossible for alternative technologies to
be installed in cars. ...
Slacker recommends that if the commission decides to approve the applicaion, it impose two conditions. ...
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News watch
Continued from page 2
rules governing FM modulators and terrestrial repeaters. The trade group
filed a Freedom of Information Act
request seeking the information earlier
this year, saying the information is linked
to the satellite merger proposal.

Dielectric to Hold
Engineer Meet
RAYMOND, Maine Dielectric will
hold its second FM Executive Engineer
Conference Aug. 15-17 on the Maine
coast at the Sebasco Harbor Resort. The

company said its engineering staff is
preparing an agenda covering various
topics including new information on
IBOC implementation.
Wednesday afternoon will feature
optional basic sessions, such as "Antennas 101." Thursday will be focused on
IBOC; Friday morning, the conference
wraps up with aguest speaker and roundtable discussion.
Contact Dielectric at (207) 655-8100
for an itinerary and information.

News Roundup
S- OARS: Reply comments are due Aug.
27 (
MB Docket 07-57) on whether language in the 1997 FCC order authorizing
satellite digital radio service that bars one
satcaster from buying the other is a

"binding" rule. If the commission decides
the ban is binding, it also seeks comment
on whether that should be waived,
changed or repealed were the agency
eventually to decide the proposed satellite
merger would serve the public interest.
EAS: The FCC released details of the
order it approved in May. It requires EAS
participants to accept messages using
Common Alerting Protocol after FEMA
adopts standards. CAP involves the transmission of EAS alerts as text, audio and
video via broadcast, cable, satellite and
other networks. As part of its review of
EAS, the commission seeks comment (EB
Docket No. 04-296) on how it is or isn't
working and on the need for additional
testing, station certification and assessments of how well the system works after
an EAS warning has been triggered.
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FIAT said it will be the first automalcer to
install and distribute WorldSpace radios
when that satellite digital radio company
begins broadcasting in Italy, likely in late
2008. WorldSpace said Fraunhofer has a
radio in development and testing.
Beginning in late 2009, Fiat will introduce factory-installed WorldSpace satellite radios as optional equipment on some
Fiat, Alfa Romeo and Lancia models.
Fiat will also sell aftermarket
WorldSpace satellite radios. WorldSpace
will carry adedicated Fiat channel.
DTV and accessories are projected to
lead factory-to-dealer sales of consumer
electronics in 2007, according to the
Consumer Electronics Association, which
projects factory- to-dealer CE sales at
more than $ 160 billion for the year. It
foresees 8 percent industry growth this
year. The portable communications market will grow substantially; CEA thinks
$20 billion will be spent on portable
devices, an increase of 12 percent over
last year.
XM introduced the XM CommanderMT
from Audiovox, said to work with any
AM/FM car stereo regardless of the vehicle's make, brand or year. The company
said quick channel navigation allows
users to program 30 channels or press
number buttons to enter and move directly to the desired channel, then "jump" to
the previous station. The CommanderMT
works with the portable XM Mini-Tuner,
aremovable cartridge containing the XM
subscription that can be used to access
XM programming through other compatible car and home products. The unit lists
for $ 179.99.
NAB's DAVID REHR wrote to House
Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., requesting a
hearing to explore ways to increase diversity and representation of minority
groups and women in the communications industry. NAB "strongly supports"
the reinstatement of atax incentive program for those who sell broadcast properties to minorities or women, Rehr wrote.

"When we started shopping for new consoles at WUSF, my
first step was to ask my peers what they thought. Iposted a
question on Pubtech saying Iwas thinking about switching to
arouting system console, and asked for recommendations.
The majority of responses led us to Logitek.

Mike O'Shea, Chief Engineer
WUSF, Tampa Florida

,
Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor. Houston, TX 77081
Toll Free: 800-231-5870. Tel (713) 664-4470
info@logitekaudio.com

We have purchased several Logitek consoles over the past
few years, and are amazed at how much console we get for
the price. Irecently bought two consoles plus arouter for
less than tpaid in 1989 for two analog consoles. When you
consider what the 1989 costs represent in today's dollars, the
cost savings are incredible and there's no comparison for the
flexibility we have today.
Even better is the support we get from Logitek. When Icall
them with aquestion, the answer comes back right away. It's
obvious to me that Logitek has aphilosophy that the sale can
never be complete without on-going responsive tech support.
When upgrading your studios, do your homework and ask
your peers for their recommendations. My research led to
Logitek, and I've been completely satisfied."

Learn how you can save time and money at
wwwlogitekaudio.com.

ILLBRUCK ACOUSTIC changed its
name to Pinta Acoustic. The word "pinta" refers to the founder's association
with high-performance sailing and the
name of Willi Illbruck's yacht.
CLEAR CHANNEL TRAFFIC: The
company's Total Traffic Network, carried
via RDS, also is now broadcasting via
HD Radio in 48 markets. Clear Channel
is working with several manufacturers to
make the special receivers available by
the end of this year.
UNIQUE SCROLLING: XM has
rolled out dynamic messaging that scrolls
across receiver displays from digital
broadcast software developer Unique
Interactive. The company provides similar services for the Eureka- 147 system
and is developing them for HD Radio; it
customized the software to include sports
scores, weather, news, music track and
artist information, as well as traffic news
and emergency alerts.
PETER KOSANN will leave Westwood
One; he is president and CEO. The company also named Gary Yusko as CFO, replacing Andrew Zaref. David Hillman took the
newly created post of chief administrative
officer and continues as EVP of business
affairs and general counsel.

Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.

Keith DeGreen says.
"Whether I'm a thousand
miles out to sea, visiting
unusual ports of col or

Meet Another Real-World Super Hero...

exploring remote inland

3roadcasting a live Phoenix rodio program from out to sea would be challenging for

places, my Convex

even the most seasoned veterans. Not for Attorney and Certified Financial Planner"

ACCESS Portable

rand world traveler) Keith DeGreen. Keith is shown here using the Comrex ACCESS
Portable as he and his ship, The Global Adventure, approach Koror Harbor In The
Republic of Palau- 450 miles east of the Philippines and 7,200 miles from Phoenix!
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,
POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with

empowers rœ to
project a broadcastquality signal back home
at anytime from
virtually anywhere."

Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even heard of.
Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS
will perform in real time over most available IP connections.
Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a RealWorld Super Hero—wherever you are!
Keith has been broadcasting his radio program, aunique mix of personal finance, economics,
politics, and real-life "extreme broadcasting" adventure for 19 yews. Listen live 8-- I/
AM
Sunday mornings AZ time on NewsTalk 550, KFYI, or catch Keith's archived shows, and
enjoy the amazing videos, photos and blogs of his open-ended 'round-the-world journey
at his website, www.theglobaladventure.corn.

Put Comrex On The Line.

IhrywrifiricKw

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@corrrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-734-1717
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Dealerships Use HD Radios To Sell Cars
"Buy acar today and get an installed
HD Radio for free."
That's the idea behind two car dealership promotions going on, one in Detroit,
the other in Dallas and Houston. The HD
Digital Radio Alliance hopes these promotions inspire stations to emulate the
concept.
In Texas, the David McDavid Automotive Group is installing and giving
away
a free
Visteon Jump HD
Radio with every
new and used car
sold
through
Labor Day.
Listening
kiosk
The campaign
is supported by
alliance member
station radio and
Web ads as well
as HD- R signs
and aVisteon listening kiosk in
the showrooms
of the six dealerships. The special is also promoted on the
dealership Web
Listeners click on
sites.
this ad on the
Tom McColWCSX Web site for
lum, CEO of the
a coupon entitling
McDavid Autothem to afree
motive Group,
installed HD Radio
told Radio World
with a car
that
being
purchase at the
"Texas' exclusive
dealership.
HD Radio supplier," as it states on the dealership Web site,
gives his group an edge and differentiates
it from the 13 other Honda dealers in his
markets. The dealer describes his offer as
exclusive because it's the only dealer
group currently offering HD Radios.
"It helps us make the deal," said
McCollum, who said his dealers had given
away acouple of hundred Jump units by
mid-July, two weeks into the promotion.
The Jump installation is easy because
the unit connects to the existing radio
through an Auxiliary CD player port on

whether they choose to purchase a subscription. Asked whether he had promoted an early satellite radio unit, he said no;
early models were more complex to
install than HD Radio. His salespeople
have been pushing the "free" concept of
HD-R stations heavily, McCollum said.
Motor City Giveaway
In Detroit, Greater Media stations are
working with Dick Genthe Chevrolet to
give away afree, installed Directed Car
Connect HD Radio from Directed
Electronics with every used car purchase
through Aug. 31.
The offer is being promoted through
Dick Genthe Chevrolet commercials on
WCSX(FM), ads on the WCSX Web site,
and via streaming sponsorships on both
WCSX and its HD2 companion station,
Deep Trax.
"Before the Web stream begins you'll
hear a 15- second announcement telling
you about the offer," said Michael Isabella,

Pictured left to right: Don Fahlgren, account
manager, VVCSX(FM), Detroit; Michael Isabella,
business development manager, Greater Media
Marketing and Emily May, director of advertising
and marketing, Dick Genthe Chevrolet.
the in-dash radio; the existing car antenna
is also used for the Jump, he said.
Feedback on the radio has been good,
he said, especially among customers who
favor listening to AM stations for sports
events. Customers have also told him or
his salespeople they find the Jump easy to
use, McCollum said.
Featuring 'free'
Only asmall fraction of the customers
who walk in the showrooms have an idea
of what HD Radio is, he said. Car salespeople emphasize the better sound quality achievable with HD Radio and the
extra channels available through multicasting. They differentiate HD-R from
satellite radio by emphasizing that there
are no monthly subscription payments
incurred with HD Radio.
In both Texas and Detroit, station promotion managers brought the promotion
idea to the dealers. In Detroit, the deal
took a year to come to fruition, with the
involvement of the ad buyer for the local

Chevy dealerships.
In the McDavid
dealerships, customers can listen to
the unit in the kiosk
and also take atest
drive in vehicles
that have an inAn HD Radio demo car at the McDavid
stalled Jump.
dealership bears an HD Radio sticker.
The Visteon HD
Jump sits in acradle
in the car or home. For $39, customers
Greater Media Detroit marketing business
may also buy the home Jump cradle from
development manager, who developed the
the dealerships.
promotion. The stations also planned to
Of the roughly 3,000 vehicles sold
conduct on-site appearances to publicize
each month by his dealerships, some 900
the promotion, he told RW.
of those are Hondas. The rest are made
Isabella also had HD Radio signs
by Acura, Nissan and Lincoln Mercury.
installed in the demo vehicle.
He and the Alliance are hoping to get a
Consumers
are
directed
to
lot of HD Radios seeded in the Dallas
www.wcsx.com, where they can download
metropolitan area, which boasts 40 multiacoupon for afree, installed HD Radio
cast stations.
with the purchase of any used car at the
All of the vehicles in the dealerships
dealership.
come equipped with satellite- ready
receivers and it's up to customers
— Leslie Stimson

Recepter HD to Leave

XM Revamps Products;

BA Product Line

To Sell SureConnect

PEABODY, Mass. Boston Acoustics will retire the
first tabletop HD Radio, the Recepter Radio HD. The
manufacturer considers the unit, which debuted in
2005, to be at the end of its product life.
Boston Acoustics SVP for Sales and Marketing Phil
Cohn said, "We will not be shipping new product into
the market, but there is product already seeded in the
market."
The Sharper Image and RadioShack, as well as other
select retailers, are likely to have stock through yearend, he said.
Boston Acoustics is reviewing "anumber of applications" for its radio line and has not announced aplan. It
could decide to make areplacement and updated HD-R
unit, or not, which would be atroubling indicator for
IBOC. It's common for receiver makers to tweak their
product lines and hold back on announcing their plans
so as not to tip off competitors.
The receiver maker will probably make its decision
before CES.

Separately
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio is making
adjustments to its product line with the addition of
new Xpress models.
Also, partner Audiovox has introduced an in-dash
car radio and other manufacturers of several XM
radios plan to discontinue certain models.
XM will stop including SureConnect, its wired-FM
modulator solution, in packaging of plug-and-plays.
The new Xpress models feature SureConnect, which
the satcaster has been featuring for "at least" seven
months, aspokesman told Radio World.
When not integrated into a product, XM
SureConnect will be sold as an accessory and list for
just under $20.
Fewer than 40 percent of customers who purchased
an XM radio with SureConnect included actually used
it, an XM spokesman confirmed. Many customers had
wired FM modulators professionally installed, con-

nected the radios to ahead unit's audio inputs or used
acassette adapter.
When the FCC looked into the problem of wireless
FM modulators from satcasters and other products
interfering with terrestrial radio stations last year, XM
began including its wired FM modulator solution in
radio packaging for plug-and-plays; it indicated a
wired FM modulator would be the long-term solution
for the issue as some customers were not using the
devices correctly.
The new Audiovox XpressEZ and XpressR XM
plug-and-play satellite radios were to begin shipping
to retailers in July; the XpressR includes a splitscreen display.
XM manufacturing partners will discontinue the
Sportscaster, Delphi SkyFi2, Samsung Helix and
Samsung NeXus. The Pioneer Inno, which matches
the Helix in features, will continue to be available
through the holidays.
Delphi will continue to offer the SKYFi3 and the
RoadyXT. Audiovox will continue to offer the original Xpress radio.
— Leslie Stimson

OMNIA-5E)( HO+AM
LAUNCH YOUR HD AND UPGRADE YOUR AM SIMULTANEOUSLY

arm.

c

C:#3, D

There's areason why more of the world's powerhouse AM
radio stations have turned to Omnia processing.. It just
sounds better! Additionally, Omnia continues tc lead the
industry with constant innovation. We pioneered the first
non-aliasing digital clipper. ( Some still feel it's the only
one!) We introduced combo processing for HD-AM
broadcast — dedicated processing for conventional AM, as
well as aseparate processor for HD Radio.
Omnia.5EX HD-I- AM has a powerful toolbox. 5- Band
limiting for conventional analog transmission, along with a
powerful oversampled, distortion- controlled, non-aliasing
clipper that delivers loud, clean, and competitive audio.
Output filtering that is suited for NRSC, ITU, or HD Radio
requirements.
Processing for HO Radio/DRM is smooth and clean, thanks
to a precision look-ahead limiter that reduces unwanted
intermodulation distortion ( IMD). This enables one box to
generate two incredible sounding signals.
And for convenience, Omnia.5EXi HD+AM offers built-in
Diversity Delay, which reduces redundancy, and points of
failure in your t-ansmitter plant. ', BTW: It was our idea to
put the Diversity Delay in the aucio processor.)
Analog or digital, it doesn't matt2r. With Omnia.5EX, your
signal will be remarkably clean and clear, with punch and
presence that makes AM radio come alive!

INNOVATIVE OMNIA ENGINEERING:
WHERE AM AND HD COME ALIVE!

m.c,

A Telos Company

OrnniaAudio.com
Omnia, SEX HD+AM ane registered trademarks Df TLS Corp. ©2007. All Rights Reserved.
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from our quarterly revenue, but also from
long-term sales success. So many stations
today commit ' radio malpractice' by selling clients short-term schedules or promotions that are simply not in the best
interest of the advertiser," Lundeen said.
"When it doesn't work they just move
onto another client. Well, in asmall market you can run out of advertisers with this
short-term thinking. We try to establish
relationships with clients," Lundeen said.
The AM bandwidth discussion is a
concern even in small radio markets,
Lundeen said, adding that he is abeliever
in Clear Channel's call to reduce AM
bandwidth to 5 kHz to help reduce first
adjacent interference issues.
"Realistically, we are wasting some
bandwidth that nobody is hearing. It is
even more important now with the recent
authorization of nighttime IBOC,"
Lundeen said.
Lundeen cited the example of his wife's
recent trip to the local new car dealer as he
tagged along to listen to car stereos.

AM Success
Continued from page 1

define it. Consistently ranked in the top
two or three stations in the nation's thirdlargest radio market, the Tribune
Broadcasting station drew in $48.5 million in revenue in 2006, according to BIA
Financial Networks.
"We thrive because of our strong commitment to live/local programming 24/7,"
said Tom Langmyer, general manager of
WGN. "As AM operators, we all must
recognize the potential of providing local
content."
50 kW Midwest blowtorch
Tribune, which owns 24 TV stations
and only one radio station, isn't afraid to
invest for local programming to ensure
success, Langmyer said.
On the air since the 1920s, WGN's 50
kW signal can be heard across the
Midwest, but its focus has always been
the Chicagoland area. The station features local on- air personalities, a big
news department and all the important
service elements, Langmyer said.
"AM stations are doing spoken-word
formats. Ibelieve that is the big advantage we have over FM. They play music
and are going to be very challenged to
create content that can't be easily duplicated on many platforms. Now is really
the time for AM operators to develop
more local programming and specialized
content," Langmyer said.
WGN claims to be the overall revenue
market leader in Chicago, despite "struggling the past few years as most major
markets have," Langmyer said. The station also airs an HD Radio signal.
"HD does improve the sound quality
of AM, and that is a very good thing.
However, the AM band still has some of
the same limitations it always has had.
Regardless of the audio quality enhancements HD gives us, there is no fix to easily receiving AM radio inside buildings
and in other areas. There are still challenges to overcome," Langmyer said.
WGN is home to the Chicago Cubs
and typically ranks in the top three radio
stations in Chicago, Langmyer added,
averaging around 1million actual listeners in the Metro per week, according to
Arbitron.
By contrast, Galesburg, Ill., is acity of
just over 30,000 people that sits approximately 200 miles southwest of Chicago. It
is home to WGIL(AM), named the 2007

WNNW Pat Costa with a prize winner

If your plan is not
working, get a new
plan. Our business
rewards great ideas.

—Joel McCrea,
Clear Channel Radio
Des Moines

Small-Market Radio Station of the Year by
the Illinois Broadcasters Association. It's
the kind of station you would expect to
broadcast music synchronized to that
city's fireworks display, and it did just that
for the Fourth of July this year.
"WGIL has been quite successful for
almost 70 years. And as with most successful AM stations, our heritage has
been avery important part of our success.
However, we realize that we cannot rely
on that to guarantee any future success,"
said Roger Lundeen, general manager for
Galesburg Broadcasting Company, which
also owns three FM stations in the city.
WGIL is a news/talk/sports station
with a big commitment to local news,
Lundeen said. The station carries some

Roger Lundeen
nationally syndicated shows, but focuses
on community broadcasting.
"We are committed to local news and
some local agricultural programming. We
do 36 local newscasts per day," Lundeen
said, a former radio chief engineer and
current SBE member.
Radio malpractice'
Commercials on WGIL typically run
around $ 25 per unit for a short-term
schedule, Lundeen said.
"We can quantify success not only

"Everything Iheard was certainly less
than 5 kHz ( receivers). Most were more
like 3kHz," he said.
Lundeen handles engineering duties
for his group along with another full-time
engineer in Galesburg. The company also
owns four stations in Burlington, Iowa.
WNNW(AM), licensed to Lawrence,
Mass., is successful because it fills a
niche, said Pat Costa, general manager of
Costa Eagle Radio, which also owns
WCEC(AM) and WCCM(AM). The
See AM SUCCESS, page 12
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AM Success
Continued from page 10

group's studios are in Methuen, Mass.,
approximately 30 miles north of Boston.
WNNW, which plays tropical music
and whose on-air talent speak Spanish on
the air, regularly shows up in Arbitron
ratings for Boston, the nation's 11thlargest radio market. The station garnered
a 0.9 share for Winter 2007/12+ with a
signal that struggles to reach south
Boston.
"We are successful because we stick to
the basics of local radio and are connected to the community dramatically. We are
associated with as many local events as
possible and promote ourselves at every
turn," said Costa. "We also have a very

aggressive sales staff who are always
looking for promotional opportunities for
us."
Costa, who has owned radio stations
since 1988 when he purchased WCEC,
acknowledges he is at adisadvantage programming a music station on AM, but
has high hopes for HD Radio. In fact,
WNNW converted to HD Radio in
January.
"We decided to change early to give
our listeners the best listening experience
we could. As a whole, Ithink the radio
broadcasting industry needs to work on
getting receivers out there into the hands
of the consumers at a reasonable price,"
Costa said.
'Incredible' HD-R fidelity
Costa added that when he demos the
station for listeners on aHD-R receiver at

the station office, "This is like programming a whole new radio station in .that
the sound opens up, fidelity appears and
it is quite incredible," he said.
Costa said the broadcaster spent
approximately $50,000 on the HD-R conversion for WNNW, which was made less
expensive since the station had recently
purchased a new Broadcast Electronics
transmitter.
WNNW, which has live announcers
throughout the day, is profitable and has
seen revenue increase the past several
years, Costa said.
But owning an AM radio station is like
being in the "bowels of broadcasting"
sometimes, said Costa, who is concerned
about alack of attention from the FCC.
"The FCC really doesn't care much
about us. We are like a stepchild. The
FCC is all about wireless comniunica-
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tions and data transfer, not broadcasting:'
Costa said.
Costa admits AM is facing a challenge "attracting the younger generation:' but he's not especially concerned
about competition from satellite radio.
Instead, in the future the Internet will be
the biggest challenger for radio listeners' ears.
"The young are all about the Internet.
We are always looking for ways to tap
into the Internet," said Costa.
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In contrast, market rank No. 92 Des
Moines, Iowa, is home to Clear Channel
Radio's WHO(AM). The station is the
top- ranked radio station overall in the
market, according to Arbitron, and is
respected nationwide for its local newsgathering operation. The station billed
$6.4 million in 2006, according to
BIAfn.
"I still believe the AM band is
healthy. Yes, there are struggling stations on the AM band, but some on the
FM band are struggling, too. It's more
about commitment to your station," said
Joel McCrea, vice president and market
manager for Clear Channel Radio in Des
Moines.
Clear Channel has two AM stations in
town, including sports-talk KNXO. Both
are broadcasting in HD Radio, which
"provides a great opportunity for our
business," said McCrea.
Commercial rates on WHO, which
signed on in 1924, can run as high as
$200 per unit. The station's revenue has
grown each of the last two years,
McCrea said.
In addition to Rush Limbaugh and Dr.
Laura, WHO broadcasts local talk programming while focusing on local news.
"We have a good plan. If your plan is
not working, get a new plan. Our business rewards great ideas," McCrea said.
Clear Channel's Des Moines cluster,
which includes two FM stations, has two
full-time engineers who "also double as
IT guys," McCrea added.
"We are successful because our people
work very hard to serve our local community and we do agood job of letting
listeners know what we do for Des
Moines and the state of Iowa," McCrea
said, noting that the city is Iowa's capital.
"We make sure when people need to
know about whatever, they come to us."
Share your AM success stories or
frustrations. E-mail radioworld@
imaspub.com. •
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Simplify Satellite Audio, Control Wiring
by John Bisset
Marc Mann of San Diego read our tip
to keep A/C condensate drain line traps
clean to prevent flooding and finds it
timely. But where A/C evaporator units
are located above mission-critical equipment — where water dripping could spell
disaster — Marc suggests the following.
Many manufacturers offer asmall float
switch that installs directly at the condensate pan outlet. It typically is wired into
the A/C control board circuit to shut the
system down should it detect an overflow
condition. It can also trigger a remote
alarm should one desire.
Installation is fairly easy for anyone
who has repaired an irrigation sprinkler
system; the drains are constructed of
PVC. The Safe- T- Switch Model S62
detects downstream clogs and interrupts
the thermostat circuit to shut the system
off before flooding occurs. The Safe-TSwitch is compact to fit in tight places;
the potted contacts are ideal for use in a
wet environment. The reed/magnet float
switch resets automatically after the drain
is cleared.
If you have a maintenance contract
with an A/C and heating company, have
them install one of these during your
annual or semi-annual visit; this way you
may save the cost aacall-out charge.
In addition, the technician typically
fills out apreventive maintenance checklist during his visit. Ask the tech during
his next visit if he specifically "blew out"
all the traps and have him note that service on his report.
Marc Mann can be reached at
mmann0 1I @ san.rr.com.

Fig. 1: A nifty way to handle DB connectors.

radioworld.com

Wes Boyd, afrequent Workbench contributor, asks if I've seen the latest little gizmos from Broadcast Tools.
These contact fan-out connectors sure
make Starguide hookups and changes
easier and faster.
The Connect O' Adapter converts DB15 and DB-37 connectors to removable
screw terminals. Joe Jarjoara, chief engineer for Qantum Communications of
Cape Cod, Mass., can be seen in Fig. 1
holding the DB-15 adapter. The screw
terminals simplify the wiring hookup,
and the connector can separate so you
don't have to remove all the wires if the
receiver is removed for service.
Fig. 2 shows the Connect O' Pad,
which Joe uses on his StarGuide receiver.
The COP provides an effective way to
connect audio wiring and adjust the audio
outputs on your StarGuide II and III
receivers via the built-in trim pots.
Wes Boyd can be reached at
wboyd@ the radiocente rem. Qantum's
Joe Jarjoara is at avcraftsmen@aol.com.
* * *

***

Stu Engelke is engineering manager
for Salem Media of New York City. Stu
writes that he always finds something of
use in Workbench; now it's his turn to
share some useful information in the
form of some great Web sites.
The first helps to keep you informed:
www.dailyrotation.com. This site displays
the top 10 headlines from whatever sites
you choose. It's agreat way to keep up
with whatever interests you without having to pore over several Web sites.
Lifehacker, which we've mentioned previously, is one of the choices.
If you like the word "free," this next
site is for you. Go to www.techsupportalert.com and type "46 best ever" into the
Search field. You'll be taken to a list of
"The 46 Best-Ever Freeware Utilities."

Fig. 2: The Connect O' Pad provides an easy connection for
audio and includes trim pots for volume control.

Cumulus Youngstown Market Engineer

See GREAT SITES, page 16

A Box for All Seasons!
An all-digital Stereo "Utility Processor" for leveling and peak control
Inovonics 261 is the ideal, low-cost solution for " whatever

Menu- driven

Processing

The 261 accepts analog or digital inputs and gives analog

ails you" around the broadcast plant. It combines gated,

and digital outputs simultaneously. Its DSP-based design

level

functions may be enabled independently or combined for
a comprehensive leveling system. Basic parameters are

compression and tight look- ahead' peak control. Use it to

adjustable, but not to an extent to ever get you into

tame a mic channel, to normalize levels between music

trouble. Front-panel alarms and rear- panel ' tallies' signal

and voice tracks, to protect an STL or for streaming.

dead air and out- of- limits conditions.

gain- riding

AGC,

11.•

platform- based

average

setup

is

••

quick

and

easy.

is simple, straightforward and sonically colorless.

Model 261 - $1150
For full technical details, visit

www.snovon.com
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You're looking at acomplete audio-over-IP routing system.
(Just add Cisco.'.)
Administer

this •

The beauty of the Web is that you can get information anywhere. Same thing with Axia: you can set up and administer an entire building full of Axia equipment

,,uciio nodes, consoles, virtual routers, whatever - from your own comfy office chair. All you need is astandard Web browser ( PC or Mac, we like 'ern both). Put an Internet gateway in your Axia network
and you

an even tweak stuff remotely, from home or anywhere there's aNet connection, Hey, isn't it time for aMochachino?

It's
to

not

rude

point •

Automation

Little

station •

Wouldn't it be cool to have aself monitoring air chain with silence- sense that can fix prob

lems, then e-mail astatus report? To be able to switch your program feed from Studio "A" to Studio " B" with one button? Or build

kids teli mommy what

custom switching apps and scheduled scene changes based on Boolean logic and stacking events? PathfinderPC software does

they want by pointing

all these things and more. But unlike HAL 9000, it doesn't talk back to you.

— apretty intuitive way of
doing things. PathfinclerPC

Nothin'

but Net • Diclyou knowyoucan plug aPC

Put

that

in

your

pipe

• How many discrete

software gives talent the

directly into an IP•Audio network to exchange audio? Can't

wires can aCAI. 6cable replace? Well, a13data link has 44.7

same

do that with amainframe router. Well, you could add more

Mbps of throughput. But Axia networks' Gigabit Ethernet

convenience.

You

can build custom " button

input cards to the mainframe, buy high- end audio cards and

links give 1000 Mbps of throughput between studios --- more

panels" to execute complex

run more wiring... but with Axia, you just install thelP-Audio

than 22 times the capacity of aT-3; enough for 250 stereo

operations

with

just

one

PC to send and receive pure digital

channels per link — the equivalent of a 500 pair bundle

audio right through the PC's Ethernet port — no sound card

river on any Windows

on one skinny piece of CAT- 6. Use media converters and

to controller modules on Element consoles or to turret

required or additional router inputs needed. The single-

optical fiber for even higher signal density. Think that might

mounted

stream version is great for audio workstations: the multi-

save alittle coin in amulti- studio build- out?

click. You can map these panels

controls,

place

mini- applications

on

studio

computer screens, even run them on touchscreen monitors.

stream version lets you send and record 16 stereo channels
simultaneously — perfect for digital automation systems.

Jammin'

on

the

mic •

Radio studios and

Level

headed •

nrci ° phones go together like Homer Simpson and donuts.

Very

Unfortunately, so do preamps, mic compressors, EQ boxes,

audio used to be as hard as performing the Vulcan Mind

logical,

Captain

glance and you know whether an audio source is really

• Routinglogicwith

active

de-essers — let's face it: most studios house more flying

Meld. But Axia makes it simple, converting machine logic to

saucers than Area 51. Axia helps clean up the clutter by

data and pairing it with audio streams. So logicfollows

including ink preamps with our Microphone Nodes; not

audio throughout the facility on Axia's switched

bargain- basement units either, but studio grade preamps

Ethernet backbone. Eight assignable GPI/GPO logic

with headroom enough to handle Chaka Kahn. Phantom

ports, each with five opto isolated inputs outputs,

power, too. And if you choose to use Axia Element consoles

are built into every Element power supply, so you can

in your studios, you'll find world- class mic processing built

control on-air lights, monitor mutes, CD players, DAT decks,

right in: vocal dynamics (compression and de-essing) from

profanity delays, etc. Got more than eight audio device.

sum.

•
•

e •

Add aGPIO node like this one wherever you've got gea,

•—••

parametric EQ with SmartQ, available on every mie input.
Rap on. Grandmaster.

/Push

to

--"geellemelefflilmumeameimme ., ‘

AES

play •

4.

•.-

•

the audio processing gurus at Omnia, plus three- band

These green, bouncing dots built

into every Axia Audio Node are confidence meters. One

N4,

yes

• You like your audio to stay digital as much

Heavyweight

champion

•

as possible, right? We get that; our AESIEBU Audio Nodes let

This Axia StudioEngine works with our Element Modular

Axia Router Selector Nodes are

you plug AES3 sources right into the network. Studio- grade

Consoles (the fastest- growing console brand in the world, by

really advanced selector and monitor panels that you

sample- rate converters are inside: anything from 32 kHz to

the way) to direct multiple simultaneous inputs and outputs.

can put anyplace you need access to audio streams. Like

96 kHz will work. Oh, and there are 8AES ins + 8AES outs in

mix audio, apply EQ, process voice dynamics. and generate

newsrooms, dubbing stations, or even the station's TOC, s,)

each node. Digital distribution amp, anyone?

multiple mix- minuses and monitor feeds on- the- fly. To

you can monitor any of the thousands of audio streams on

make sure it delivers the reliability and ultra- low latency

your network at amoment's notice. The LCD screen scrolls

Brains

the box • The typical radio jock cares

broadcast audio demands, we powered the StudioEngine

through alist of available streams; the eight Fast Access keys

for studio equipment about the same as a five- year- old

with afast, robust version of Linux — so fast that, total input

let you store and recall the streams you use most. There's

cares for apuppy: haphazardly, if at all. That's why we took

to output latency is just a few hundred microseconds.

even an input, for convenient connection of an analog or

the CPU out of our Element modular console and put it in

How can one little box do so much? There's ablazingly- fast

in

AES device. Sweet.

here, with the power supply
and GPIO ponts.
That

•
41e44.4‘.
•

e

"1
1 0 • • • • • • •

•

•
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mean S a

greatly reduced

You

chance of being

providers like ENCO, Prophet, BSI, BE, iMediaTouch, DAVID

taken off the air

Systems and more all have products that work directly

got

to

have

friends •

Delivery system

by a Coke spilled into

with Axia networks. So do hardware makers like AudioSci-

the

ence, International Datacasting, 25/Seven, lelos and Orrmia.

we

0***—

Intel processor inside, with enough CPU muscle to lift a
small building. Strong and fast: Ali would approve.

board.

Because

know

that

you

Check out the whole list at AxiaAudio.comipartnersi.

have better things to
do on a Sunday night
than

trying

to

dehumidify
Quick

Connect •

Axia I/O is presented on Ri 45 and adheres

to the StudioHub+ standard. A couple of clicks and you're done.

circuit

boards

with a hair dryer.
AxiaAudio.com
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FOR SOUND
are everywhere these days, dump all sorts
of harmonic junk onto the neutral. Ionce
saw 40 Volts of junk on a neutral compared to ground.
A shielded power cord where the
ground is terminated correctly at the
entrance to the chassis can be effective at
external RF. But once you have crap on
the neutral, it's inside the cord and
shielding will do nothing helpful.
A lot of power conditioning and power
balancing devices try to do just that: turn
power distribution into balanced lines. I
have heard more arguments about
whether these work or don't work. But
the idea makes sense.
If you have an opinion or two on this
subject, write acolumn yourself and send
it to the editor, Paul McLane at
pmclane@imaspub.com.
Steve Lampen writes about issues
related to wire and cable. " Wired for
Sound" articles are archived at
radioworld.com.
His book " The Audio- Video Cable
Installer's Pocket Guide" is published by
McGraw-Hill. He can be reached at
shlampen@aol.com.

Power Cords ... With aGuitar
by Steve Lampen
Hopefully, you would play a power
chord on your guitar, and not attach a
power cord.
Power cords are ubiquitous, so even if
aguitar doesn't don't have one, aguitar
amp certainly does. Every so often, aguitarist is injured or killed by becoming the
"path to ground" through the guitar cable
and touching some grounded device, like
amicrophone.
In almost every instance, someone
removed the third pin from the guitar amp
power cord or inserted a3-to-2 adaptor
disconnecting the ground pin. Then asimple wire fault inside the amp, where ahot
wire touches ground, sets up the disaster.
Because there is no ground connection, that hot wire seeks the best ground.
If it's the guitarist's lips, so be it. That
missing ground pin and the green or yellow-green wire in the power cord are
there primarily for safety.
On the ground
Think about this for asecond: What is
the purpose of aground wire?
Ask another engineer. Iused to say
that it " provided a path to ground if
there's a ' fault' in the device." But a
friend of mine, Mark Rogers, aPE and
consultant at Greenbusch Group in
Seattle, pointed out that the purpose of
the ground wire is to assure that so much
current passes down that wire that it
blows the breaker (or fuse) in the line
feeding it. This saves you from being the
"path to ground" that would have less
pleasant consequences.
Sometimes that ground wire can be a
layer of shielding in the cable. It could be
afoil shield, abraid shield or acombination foil/braid.
Low- frequency performance of any
shield is anon-issue. Up to 1,000 Hz, no
shielding has any significant effect. From
1,000 Hz on up, different shields have
difference effectiveness.
Braid shields are effective up to 400
MHz. They have a lot of mass ( low
resistance), which is effective at these
frequencies. At around 400 MHz, the
wavelengths of the signals begin to get so
small that the braid becomes less and less
effective. Someone compared it to a
chain link fence. It'll keep out adog but a
mosquito sails right through.

Foil shields pass braid shields starting
at 50 MHz or so, and go up into the gigahertz. They're more like a "skin" and
these high frequencies operate where

Power cords may
have wires twisted
around each other
but they are not
'balanced lines.'
"skin effect" predominates. In applications where there's alot of RF, such as a
transmitter site, afoil-shielded cord certainly can help reduce the amount of RF
that gets into adevice.
Of course, power cords, like all shielded cables, have apotential "Pin 1" problem — that is, the ground pin and shield
should be terminated at the entrance to

the device. If it runs into the box to get to
the power supply, for instance, you have
areally nice antenna, feeding whatever's
on that shield into the box.
Nice design, Sherlock!
Balance of power
Power cords may have wires twisted
around each other but they are not "balanced lines" and do not reject noise. A
balanced line only occurs where the two
wires, and all the passive pieces attached
to them, have identical impedance in
respect to ground.
In a power cord, one side is hot and
the other is neutral (and tied to ground
somewhere at the pole or junction box).
If you don't believe me, carefully read
the voltage from the hot pin to ground
and from the neutral to ground. If you see
anything significant running from neutral
to ground, you have a serious problem
and should consult an electrician.
Sometimes switching supplies, which

Tech Support
Alert

cally for ground loop
elimination with composite signals.
John Huntley, engineerThe 40 8410.vivr Fnewer, WOW,
Continued from page 14
ing manager with the
00..040
4 .0
.
There are a lot of great freeware prodCumulus stations in the
ucts; many are as good, or even better,
Rockford, Ill., market,
than their commercial alternatives. Get
says General Radio used
the lowdown on the latest here.
to make such a version,
krutn.see.,:ms•
And the interval at which Windows XP
but the 111Cs seem to be
..C.tettiodlor
resets the clock via the Internet can be
easier to find as the phone
an. true
changed to whatever you like. As mencompany moves further
0 Yu/m.044mm
tioned previously, this is aregistry hack.
and further away from
You'll find out how to implement the
copper radio
loops.
reset at http://forums.pcpitstop.com/index
Reach Les Proctor at
.php?showtopic=126934.
1proctor@krvn.com and
Stu Engelke can be reached at
John Huntley at jchuntsae@nycradio.com.
ley@earthlink.net.
Thanks, gentlemen, for
* * *
the tip. Now it's time to
lbe Sen•erer Mown UP
scrounge around some old
Fig. 3: This site offers 'The 46
Les Proctor of KNEB(AM/FM) in
phone
closets!
Best-Ever Freeware Utilities.'
Nebraska agrees that most audio transJohn
Bisset
has
formers will not pass an FM stereo comphone repeat coil. This transformer not
worked as a chief engineer and contract
posite signal but says there is always an
only eliminated the ground loop but also
engineer for 38 years. He is the northexception.
successfully passed the composite stereo
east regional sales manager for
When KNEB(FM) bought a Harris
signal and a75 kHz subcarrier!
Broadcast Electronics. Reach him at
FM-20K transmitter in 1981, there was a
Les says that the transformer contin(571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com.
noise problem due to a ground loop
ued to work fine years later when a 57
Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)
between the transmitter composite input
kHz RDS subcarrier was added to the
472-4944. Submissions for this column
and the STL output. Les solved the probmix. Les writes that there are transformare encouraged, and qualify for SBE
lem with an old Westinghouse 111C tele- ers manufactured and marketed specifirecertification credit.
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Your Station. Your Rates. Your Revenue.
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If you're looking for a way to boost your sales by appealing to a more diverse group of potential
clients in your community and access new non-traditional revenue for your terrestrial broadcasts,
WebShout Radio is for you.
Visit wvvw.imediatouch.com and discover our growing number of NTR Solutions!

Don't crowd ladies, there's
plenty of me to go around.

OMNIA-6EXi: Get Their Attention.
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OmniaAudio.com

Omnia, 6EXi arE registered trademarks of TLS Corp. ©2007. All Rights Reserved.
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Two Audio-Technica AT4047/SV
audio to hard drive for later replay on the
large- diaphragm cardioid condenser
orchestra's national radio series....
mics were used by
Robert Conrad, president
of
WCLV(FM)
in
Cleveland, and Mark
Hart, head of WLRN
(FM) in Miami, for the
first live broadcast of the
Cleveland Orchestra from
Miami.
The broadcast inaugurated a three-week residency by the orchestra at
the Carnival Center for
the Performing Arts. Two
AT4073a shotgun mics
Robert Conrad ( left) of Cleveland's WCLV(FM)
also were used, and the
and Mark Hart of Miami's WLRN(FM) use Audioevent was recorded by
Technica's AT4047/SV large-diaphragm cardioid
Bruce Gigax, recording
condenser microphones for the first live broadcast
and broadcast engineer
of the Cleveland Orchestra from Miami.
for orchestra, using 24-bit

Sabre designs, manufactures and installs tuners to meet
your broadcast specifications. We offer everything from
custom FM support sections to turnkey AM installations.
Committed

to

customer

service,

we

deliver

quality

products at competitive prices with the shortest lead times.
Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.

1-800-369-6690
www.sabrecom.com • broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

Photo by Roger Mastmianni

Continental sold a816HD-25, 25 kW
analog+HD
system
to
Regent
Communications station KSII(FM) in El
Paso, Texas. The analog TPO of the system will be 25.0 kW. Earlier Continental
sold 816HD-25 systems to Clear
Channel's KESZ in Phoenix and
Univision's KLQV in San Diego....
Bloomfield & Associates
developed a plan that organized
five CBS Radio stations in
Baltimore into one workspace.
The project included selective
demolition and improvements to
a28,000- square-foot single-story
office building. Production and
dubbing studios were arranged
along a main interior hall. The
broadcast facility includes 20
studios, tech support space,
offices, conference rooms and
lobby. Site work included communications relay connection,
emergency generator, walks,
paving, signage, plantings and
lighting.
The company said its design fostered
"community in a creative workplace"
using spaces that connect departments
and allow individuals to "share in the collective message of radio." Erich
Steinnagel is regional director of engineering for CBS Radio. ...
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Schweizer Radio's Jeremy Groves
handles testing of audio equipment at
SRDRS....
Clear Channel Boston expanded its
Wheatstone Digital Audio network by
adding a Gen- 6 Control Surface, two
Gen- 4 surfaces and additional Bridge
Router frames.

CBS Baltimore lobby designed
by Bloomfield & Associates
The gear will serve WXKS(FM),
"KISS 108." The previous Bridge system,
consisting of four G Series Control
Surfaces and associated router frames,
will be integrated with the new gear to
form a networked audio system serving
new studios for KISS 108 and WJMN,
"JAMN 94.5." ...

RTÉ Radio in Ireland purchased two
Chromatec AM-xx audio monitoring
systems with remote alarm panels for use
on its national radio output, which
includes four themed channels for talk,
pop music, classical and Irish language;
the systems also serve North/South
regional distribution of network outputs
plus stereo and mono transmitters. The
system from Michael Stevens &
Partners allows visual monitoring and
alarms for up to 32 pairs of audio channels on one frame. Fergus Carey is senior
broadcast engineer in Radio Technical
Resources at RTE.
The Museum of Television & Radio
is upgrading radio facilities in New York
and Beverly Hills, Calif.
DakingPlus donated Daking audio
equipment for the Ralph Guild Radio
Studios and the company principals are
helping with the renovation project. MRT
Director of Engineering Doug Warner is
project manager.
According to Daking, the studios will
be fitted with a Daking Mic-Pre IV, two
Mic-Pre/EQs and two FET compressor/
limiters. SAS Audio mixing consoles
were selected; the Mic-Pre IVs will be
intergrated with the consoles for remote
control via RS-485.
Digital audio at the radio studios
allows changeovers from one operator or
program to the next; the studios are used
by visiting radio hosts and programs for
remotes, with Digidesign Pro Tools systems, lelos phone hybrids, CD players
and 360 Systems DigiCart machines.
Bob Heil of Heil Sound is supplying a
PR40 radio microphone and mic stands.
For the California branch, the renovation involves moving the studio to a
street- side position, allowing passers-by
to look in. The design of the New York
studio remains largely unchanged. ...
Digigram said Swiss national state
radio Schweizer Radio DRS is using the
UAX220-Mic professional USB audio
interface for mobile computing applications where recording is required.

VVOCLS new Harris
HD system in Orlando
CBS Radio in Orlando is using anew
Harris ZX3500HD+
system
on
WOCL(FM), running HD Radio into a
new ERI combiner at Orange City. Jim
Henry is director of engineering/IT. ...
Americom Reno completed a sevenstation, 10- studio move in Nevada.
Harris handled the turnkey studio systems and consoles project.
The stations moved to anew two-floor
facility over a 17-day period. The group
needed more on-air and production flexibility and room to grow; it is planning
HD Radio expansion.
The project included VistaMax Envoy
studio networking and nine NetWave onair consoles; wiring and integration services; system design, fabrication, installation and commissioning. Studios are
outfitted with Harris QuickLine II studio
furniture, with SmoothLine furniture in
the talk studio.
Each NetWave console is outfitted
with an external "World Feed" panel in a
wooden frame, which includes cable conSee WBW, page 19
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nections for television crews, bands and
temporary audio sources like MP3 players and laptops. Harris also provided
antenna systems for the group's
microwave STL system. Americom
Reno has nine antenna systems for STL
delivery to five transmitter sites.
Bill Schulz is director of programming
and operations for Americom Reno. ...
Dalet Digital Media Systems said
KQED Public Radio is using DaletPlus
Radio Suite.
The San Francisco station is the most
listened to public radio station in the
country. It will install DaletPlus Radio
Suite across 75 workstations, including
master control and production control
rooms and four remote news bureaus.
"The upgrade is to integrate KQED
programming and playout into one seamless production and broadcast environment so as to optimize on-air operations
as well as multi-platform content distribution," the supplier stated. KQED has
been aDalet user for eight years.
Daniel Mansergh is DOE of KQED
Public Radio....
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AM and FM measurement is
becoming the standard item for
many stations," Bukont said. "Our
unit has Options 1and 2 which
allow for expanded measurement
capabilities.
"The Belar FMHD-1 allows
more in-depth analysis of signal
quality including BER readings
for FM. Our unit has the second
decoder option. This unit is used
with an external phase monitor.
We have on order awell-regarded
multichannel AES/Analog audio
level and phase monitor."

Airplay monitoring company
Mediabase, which is part of
Premiere Radio Networks, and
BigChampagne, which provides
technology and market research specializing in online music, signed an
exclusive music monitoring and
information agreement with Radio
One. The two suppliers will serve the
broadcaster's 71 stations. ...

Comm-Struction expanded its
Andrea Maiwald of ORF Radio, Information
range of testing services for HD
HD Inews department, with the HHB FlashMic.
Radio projects that it does for
The Austrian broadcaster has purchased
Users and suppliers, send news
clients,
more than 70 FlashMics.
of recent projects and notable
Ed Bukont of the Marylandsales. E-mail radioworld@imasbased engineering services firm said it
FMHD-1 HD Modulation Monitors.
pub.com with " Who's Buying What" in
acquired DaySequerra M2.2R and Belar
"The DS M2.2R, which allows for both
the subject line.

Total Radio. Guaranteed.

BDSradio.com announced a group
deal with Journal Broadcast Group.
BDSradio will be the provider of
music monitoring services for all Journal
Broadcast stations. Tom Land is director
of radio programming for Journal. ...
Sandusky Broadcasting installed
APT's Worldnet Oslo codecs on its
Seattle STL/TSL in support of HD Radio
operations in the market. The studio is in
Bellevue while the transmitters are 17
miles away on West Tiger Mountain.
George Bisso is director of engineering,
who demo'ed WorldNet Oslo units
through Bob Trimble at RF Specialties
of Washington.
Separately, Asahi Broadcasting
Corp. in Japan purchased APT WorldNet
Oslo codecs. The equipment is used to
deliver radio programs between facilities
in Tokyo and Osaka. The company uses
with a STM-1 (gigabit IP/Ethernet) link
and chose APT for its audio over IP multiplexer.
ABC installed a WorldNet Oslo at
each site, delivering four analog stereo
programs from Tokyo to Osaka and one
digital stereo program from Osaka to
Tokyo....
Westwood One and AccuWeather
extended their content and distribution
partnership under which Metro Networks
traffic content will be added to the free
AccuWeather.com sites on the Web.
Visitors to AccuWeather.com will have
access to Metro Networks' RealTraffic
interactive traffic service. The information
also will be delivered to users accessing
the site from mobile devices. ...
HUB said its FlashMic recorder/microphone is being used by news organizations
include the BBC, BSkyB and Capital
Radio in the United Kingdom; NHK
Tokyo and SRS South Korea in Asia; AI
Jazeera in the Middle East; AFTRS
Sydney Radio and AAP in Australia; and
Danish Broadcasting, NRK Norway and
Radio France in Europe.
In Austria, broadcaster ORF has purchased more than 70 FlashMics, includ-
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TRAVELS WITH SCOTT
by Scott Fybush
Most issues of Radio World are filled
with pages of information about what's
newest in the world of radio, and rightfully so.
But when Editor in Chief Paul
McLane asked me to write
about some of the more
unusual and distinctive
sites I've seen in my
travels, my thoughts
turned to some of
the oldest radio artifacts still out there
in the field.
What's the oldest transmitting
facility still standing? I suppose
there's an argument
to be made for
Reginald Fessenden's Brant Rock,
Mass., tower, where
that famous Christmas
Eve 1906 broadcast may or
may not really have happened.
But all that's left now of the 400foot hollow steel tower erected acentury
ago is ahulking concrete base and some
cracked insulators, and in any event it's a
bit of astretch to describe this as atrue
"broadcast" facility.
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Where Are the Oldest Tower Sites?
The towers of most of the earliest stations that were indisputably "broadcasters" are long gone.
You'll look in vain to find any physical
remnants of 8MKJWWJ in Detroit, or of
9XM/WHA in Madison. The Conrad
garage where the earliest broadcasts of
8XK ( later KDKA) in Pittsburgh was
torn down afew years ago, and the original KDKA transmitter towers on the
roof of Westinghouse's East
Pittsburgh plant are gone as
well.
Another early Westinghouse station still stands,
though: atop the old
Westinghouse factory
in East Springfield,
Mass., there are still
two rusty towers that
can be dated all the
way back to September 1921, when alittle
station called WBZ
went on the air out
there.
The wire antenna that
was strung between the towers remained in use until 1962,
when WBZ finally shut down the
Springfield transmitter, by then known
as WBZA. (The WBZ license moved to
Boston in 1931, and of'course it's still
going strong there.)
Another 1921 site is not only still
standing, it was still in use until just a
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The demolition of Frank Conrad's
garage in Wilkinsburg. Pa.,
the original 8MIVKIDKA,
in March 2001.
few years ago. WSAJ in Grove City, Pa.,
was born from an earlier amateur station
at Grove City College, and it survived for
decades as a relic of the dawn of
American broadcasting.
Long after most college stations had
gone full-time from vertical antennas, or
been sold off to commercial owners,
WSAJ carried on with alongwire "cage"
antenna strung between two towers on
the college's electrical engineering build-

The 1921 WBZ antenna towers
in East Springfield, Mass.
ing, pumping out 100 big watts every
Wednesday evening and Sunday.
Alas, Grove City College eventually put
afull-time FM signal on the air. The old
AM transmitter failed, and despite offers
from engineers in (and far beyond) western Pennsylvania to help keep the historic
station on 1340 on the air, the college
chose to surrender the AM license.
Midwest giant
To find the oldest AM site that's still on
the air, we have to look to the Midwest.
See TOWER SITES, page 22
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Tower Sites
Continued from page 20

was in late 1924 that WCCO in
Minneapolis built atransmitter site "way
up north" in Coon Rapids, Minn. Boasting
a superpower output of 5,000 watts, the
new WCCO site quickly made the station
one of the giants of the upper Midwest.
The towers that supported a " T"
antenna on the site are gone now, and the
original 1924 transmitter building is now
used only for storage, but WCCO still
calls the Coon Rapids site home. Its
1931 transmitter building, constructed
for WCCO's 50 kilowatt power upgrade,
remains in use, feeding a vertical tower
that replaced the longwire in 1939. (The
current version of WCCO is the cover
photo on my 2007 Tower Site Calendar,
by the way.)
WCCO is far from the oldest 50 kilowatt site still in use. That honor goes to
Cincinnati's WLW, which turned on its
Western Electric rig at its Mason, Ohio
site in 1927.
The Western is still there, and it's still
more or less in working order — in fact,
it was used on the night of Dec. 31, 1999,
It

balized remains of
the 500 kilowatt
transmitter (badged
as an RCA product,
but with substantial
contributions from
GE and Westinghouse) that WLW
used on and off
through the 1930s.
Another vintage
50 kilowatt site
is WTIC, Hartford,
Conn., which built
its facility on Avon
Mountain in 1929
and still uses it
today. Of course,
plenty has changed
there in the meantime — the site is
also now home to
KWG, Stockton. That's engineer Paul Shinn
WTIC(FM), WWUH
dusting the 1930 transmitter.
(FM) and two TV
stations, for one thing.
on the theory that it was inevitably Y2KThe self-supporting towers from which
compliant!
the original wire antenna was strung went
WLW takes pride in averitable museaway many years ago, but the tuning
um of transmitter history at the Mason
house that sat at the center of the antenna
site, including a heavily- modified
Crosley Cathenode 50 kilowatt transmitstill stands, as do the bases of the old
towers.
ter and, of course, the somewhat canni-

VVCCO's original 1924 transmitter building, constructed at the
Coon Rapids site for the 'superpower' 5 kW signal, still sits on a corner
of the property and is used now for storage.
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tower out back. The poles were shortened, but they still stand. Combined
with the dusty old rooms inside the
building that were once live-performance studios, they make the KWG site
another wonderful relic of the earliest
days of radio.
At the other end of California, Los
Angeles isn't known for preserving its
history, but the City of Angels can boast
an AM facility that hasn't changed much
since 1927, when a little station called
KGFJ went on the air from the roof of
the Odd Fellows Hall just south of downtown Los Angeles.
The old building now overlooks the I10 freeway, the KGFJ calls gave way to
KYPA some years back, and the format's
now full-time Korean. But the antenna is
still an inverted- L "hammock" strung
between two towers up on the roof, and it
works so well that KYPA ended up
returning to this site after abrief attempt
at diplexing with asister station on aconventional series-fed vertical tower some
years back.
This is far from acomplete list of surviving early radio sites. I'm always eager
to hear from engineers and historians
who know of others. What relics of radio
are hiding in your area?

VVT1C's 1929 transmitter building, built to house the station's
first 50,000 watt RCA transmitter.
From scratch
While we're on the
subject of those old
center-fed dipoles, one
other venerable site
comes to mind.
KWG in Stockton,
Calif., signed on in
1921, and it's been at
its current site on
the city's east side
since at least 1930. The
McClatchy engineers
who put KWG on the
air from this site did
just about everything
in-house, including
building a transmitter
from scratch.
That transmitter's
still there, though no
longer in use, and
At KWG, these sawed-off poles once
there's a patched- up
supported the antenna.
hole in the roof right
above it where the
Write to the author at scott@
antenna once emerged. That antenna,
strung between two painted wooden
fybush.com. Letters to the editor
are welcome at radioworld@imaspoles, lasted into the 21st century before
it was replaced with aconventional steel
pub.com. •
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AM IBOC
Continued from page 1
that stations that seek HD interference
relief — as allowed under the new rules
in something of a compromise on the
interference issue — will not find much
sympathy if that interference falls outside
the protected contour listening area.
To call the debate around the AM HDR interference issue afirestorm would be
putting it mildly.
"I'm avoiding real-time conversations
with my colleagues as these conversations
are absolutely 100-percent polarized," said
Bobby Gray, operations manager and
chief engineer for AM stations WHOO
and WAMT in Orlando, Fla. WHO() is 19
kW daytime at 1080, and WAMT is 5kW
daytime/230 W nighttime at 1190.
"Either they are for this, or they are
against this. Iam choosing to read everything Ican get my hands on about the subject and hold my opinions for Radio World
interviews where Icannot be instantly
(thrown) under the bus or in a four-hour
IBOC-bashing session," Gray said.
"This is a hot topic, and the opinions
are plentiful. If there are call letters
involved, there is an opinion."
Positives, negatives
Gray is not against digital broadcasting for AM, despite his strong convictions about the current rollout.
"I really do like how it sounds," he said.
"Tom Ray's HD Web page ( had) an
audio file on it of him driving out of one
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of the New York City tunnels, and when
the audio switches to HD it is (like) night
and day, and sounds better than AM has
sounded in years."
But Gray has strong reservations about
such issues as upper- and lower-channel
interference with an IBOC AM HD transmitting system, such as the Ibiquity system being used by U.S. radio.
"If it ( AM HD- R) would sound like
this," he said, referring to Ray's sampling
of WOR in New York, "without all the
related issues ... Iwould be wearing an
IBOC T-shirt 24/7."
Gray, whose company is all AM, said
he is "shocked" at what he considers the
industry ignoring the "elephant in the living room" regarding the noise and potential interference and only "chattering"
about the positives of AM HD- R.
"There are positives. Iagree," he said.
"(But) there are some damn nasty negatives, and that just isn't being talked
about."

Jerry Arnold in the WMGI(FM) control room.

NRSC standard abated
In particular, Gray does not understand
why after establishing the NRSC AM
preemphasis/deemphasis and broadcast
audio transmission bandwidth specifications to reduce interference on analog
AM in the late 1980s, the industry would
seemingly go along with adigital system
that he said creates data noise.
"Am Imissing something?" Gray said.
Ray, who also is writing a book for
Focal Press and the Society of Broadcast
Engineers about HD Radio implementation, was part of the AM HD-R nighttime
industry testing at WOR. In addition

I'm avoiding
real-time
conversations with
my colleagues as
these conversations
are absolutely
100-percent
polarized.
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Bobby Gray at his facility
in Orlando.
Buckley Broadcasting has four AMs in the
Hartford, Conn., area; two in Syracuse,
N.Y.; one in Bakersfield, Calif., and one in
Monterey- Salinas, Calif.
"The sky is not falling, though skywave reception will be iffy for the analog
signal," Ray said.
Within the station's 0.5 mV/m coverage area, the analog is "pretty clean," he
said, though there is "some hiss" under
the audio on the fringe.
"Once you get into skywave territory,
it's pretty much acrapshoot — but so is
present-day skywave reception," Ray
said. "In the test we did, it is interesting
to note that skywave reception was just
as noisy and unpredictable with the adjacent station's HD carriers off as it was
with them on.
"So where's the problem?"
Ray said he does not believe the average listener is going to notice much difference, with the exception of "afew cases" that Ibiquity has identified.
"The AM landscape is changing, like
it or not," Ray said. "Change sometimes
is not comfortable."
Up but turned off
At Cox Radio, one of the industry's
largest radio broadcast groups with 67
FM and 13 AM stations, and where HD
is considered a priority, AM HD- R has
been turned off at the three or four stations that are outfitted, said Sterling
Davis, vice president of engineering.
"Once we had several of our stations
up and working, we have turned around
and shut them off," he said.
Davis explained that Cox discovered
that radios in Chrysler and Mercedes

— Bobby Gray

automobiles are designed with wide front
ends and that there is "some faint buzz"
in the background digital carriers.
"We are not willing to compromise
signal quality on those products," he said.
The problem, Davis said, is with the
digital scheme of the Ibiquity system.
The respective RF chains at the Cox
stations have been investigated by the
transmitter supplier Harris and by
Ibiquity.
"Ibiquity acknowledges the problem
and claims to be working on asolution," he
said. "So until Ibiquity solves that issue,
we are keeping those stations off the air."
Vicki Stern, director of corporate communications at Ibiquity, told RW "afew"
car radios, mainly in the DaimlerChrysler family, were produced with
"wide-band" receivers, which picked up a
broader portion of the spectrum than
standard analog radios.
"Unfortunately, that included some of
the spectrum used by HD Radio broadcasts, therefore, the hum," Stern said. "To
our knowledge, a few wide- band
receivers were sold, and these radios are
no longer being manufactured. Therefore,
this is not aserious issue."
Davis said he is unaware of a similar
situation with other radios on the market.
But even so, he said, "We are not willing
to compromise the existing stations for
the sake of avery few listeners."
A proponent of AM HD-R, Davis said
he believes implementation is going well.
See AM IBOC, page 25
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free' contours," he said.
The nighttime impact likely will
come, Alexander explained, in areas outside the "interference-free" (50 percent
RSS) contour, especially for stations that
have secondary nighttime service — for
example those stations that are otherwise
Class D and that do not receive protection from interference at night.
"But this remains to be seen," he said.

AM IBOC
Continued from page 24

"I think it is probably aB+," he said. "It
makes adifference when you have it on:'
Davis said the new technology allows
stations to have new avenues and options
for revenue.
"I don't think every station will automatically avail themselves to that
option," he said, "or they may choose to
do something else. ( But) it certainly
makes the options available."
No doubt of 'impact'
Cox is the owner of clear- channel
WSB in Atlanta, a well-known station
heard at nighttime via skywave. Cox
took no position during the FCC IBOC
proceedings on whether to lift the nighttime restrictions.
Davis said nighttime AM HD-R will
have an impact: interference.
"It is going to be case-by-case related
and station-by-station related," he said.
"I don't think there is auniversal answer.
The answer is that many stations will be
impacted. The question that remains, and
why we are not taking a position on it:
Does it hurt those stations or not?"
Davis said nighttime broadcasting
will particularly affect small stations
that may not cover their whole markets
that well.
At Crawford Broadcasting, which
owns 15 AMs and 11 FMs, the AM HD
Radio rollout is well underway, with all
but two AM broadcasting in digital, and
those are expected to go online next year.
"Within our company, we restored
several AM stations to music formats
because we can now offer good fidelity
via HD Radio," said Cris Alexander,
director of corporate engineering for
Crawford and an RW contributor.
While pushing ahead with AM HD-R,
Alexander, like Davis, said the impact
will be interference at acertain level.

Some exceptions
One exception to all this, Alexander
said, is where there is a high-power thirdadjacent channel AM HD-R within the
primary coverage area of another station.
Even if that digital station has its
+/- 25 kHz spectral regrowth products
down 65 dBc or lower, he continued,
those can produce ahigh field strength
within the other station's coverage area

Sterling Davis of Cox Radio

I Radio World

within afew miles of the digital station's
antenna, effectively "poking a hole" in
the affected station's coverage area.
"In such situations, stations will have
to cooperate by reducing digital sideband
power or installing filters to reduce radiation of the unwanted products,"
Alexander said.
Car receivers
Like Davis at Cox, Alexander has run
into problems with automobile radios,
specifically with aftermarket units.
Hondas in particular have "poor" AM
antennas, he said, usually arear-window
horizontal wire incorporated into, but electrically isolated from, the defogger. These
antennas do not provide enough signal for
proper AM HD-R decoding of any but the
strongest signals, he continued.
See AM IBOC, page 27
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"There will be virtually no impact
within the 2 mV/m ' metro grade' and
very little within the 0.5 mV/m protected
contour where no grandfathered overlap
exists," Alexander said.
But, he continued, there "likely" will
be "some" interference outside the protected contour, "perhaps in areas where
some stations now enjoy 'coverage' but
are not entitled to protection from interference."
Alexander said the situation at night
could be different.
"But again, Ianticipate very little
impact within stations' interference-
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Sarnoff Library Recovers From Flooding
With the Help of Donations, Historians
Dry Off a Collection of Valuable RCA Papers
by Scott Fybush
Alex Magoun was already having a
pretty bad weekend when heavy rain
began falling early on the morning of
Sunday, April 15. The director of the
David Sarnoff Library in Princeton, N.J.,
had stopped home between conferences
in Hartford and Philadelphia for the
night and he was coming down with a
nasty cold.
The rain kept coming down all day
Sunday, and Magoun knew some of it
would be flooding the basement of the
building where many of the library's
records were stored. He wasn't up to the
challenge of moving them without
another night's rest. In previous floods,
only a few inches of water had entered
the basement, and the material stored
there was elevated on pallets or filed
above the bottom drawers of the filing
cabinets.
So on Monday, after a three-mile
drive to the library that took an hour and
a half because so many roads were
closed from the flooding, Magoun wasn't expecting the scene that greeted him
when he finally arrived at his office.
"I was more than a little stunned to
see 20 inches of water in the room," he
recalled.
RCA manuals
After getting a pair of hip waders to
enter the flooded room, Magoun began
to assess the damage.
The space was called the "reports
room" after the main collection stored
there: the complete files of RCA's
Princeton Labs from 1942-1960, which
were the core of the library's holdings
when RCA established the facility in
1967.
"That research covers color TV, the

beginnings of transistor research, traveling wave tube development, and working
on the beginnings of aconsumer fax system," Magoun said.

Van Nuys, Calif., including most of
RCA's satellite and space research from
the company's later years.
As RCA divisions closed, the library
salvaged as much as it could as quickly
as possible; many files hadn't yet been
fully cataloged or stored archivally.

One of the 40-foot-long vacuum chambers at Document
Reprocessors' Middlesex, N.Y. facility, where the
Sarnoff Library materials were salvaged.
Additional sets of irreplaceable materials had been added to the collection
over the years as RCA began closing
down divisions in the 1970s and ' 80s,
including what Magoun described as the
"most complete set of manuals" from the
RCA Broadcast Division, spanning the
history of broadcasting from 1930-1984.
The flooded area also contained artifacts and research notebooks from
RCA's Lancaster, Pa., color picture tube
factory and reports from other RCA lab
facilities in Camden, Morristown and
Somerville, N.J., Burlington, Mass., and

"This material was on wooden pallets,
typically stacked two pallets high, with
plastic sheeting underneath for the more
minor levels of flooding we'd had,"
Magoun said.
Rising waters, rising costs
Unfortunately, the pallets and plastic
began floating in the high water of the
April flood, and eventually they tipped
over.
"Just about everything landed in the
water," Magoun said.
He quickly contacted the New Jersey
State Archives and the Special
Collections division at the nearby
Princeton University library for recommendations on what to do. They referred

that kind of money."
So he turned to the broadcasting community, putting out an urgent e-mail
appeal for funds to help save the
library's archives, offering the opportunity to sponsor the restoration of a single
report for $25, acarton of documents for
$100 or acabinet full of documents for
$1,000.
'Patrimony'
While Document Reprocessors was
loading the soggy reports into a freezer
truck for the trip to its upstate New York
facility — where a patented vacuum
process sublimates the frozen moisture
directly to gas, producing dried, flattened
papers — donations began pouring in
from industry associations, fellow historians, former RCA employees and even
from members of the Sarnoff family.
Magoun credits Tom Peterson of the
Antique Wireless Association with getting the ball rolling with an early $5,000
donation, followed by an IEEE contribution of over $ 11,000 and more than a
dozen $ 1,000 donations, including contributions from NBC and the Antique
Radio Club of Illinois.
He also credits Document Reprocessors for cutting its usual rates significantly to help the library. Because the library
is a nonprofit institution, the company
gave it a50 percent discount from abill
that eventually approached $ 120,000,
plus afurther discount to $50,000 if the
library was able to pay immediately
upon delivery of the restored material.
With a $ 5,000 gift from the Olsen
Foundation, Magoun was able to meet
the goal, and the material returned to
Princeton on May 16.
"This is the patrimony of RCA to the
twentieth century," Magoun says of the
collection, nearly all of which was salvaged and remains usable to researchers.
Now that it's back home and dry, he's
determined to make sure it is never again
threatened by rising waters.
"You don't want the stuff back on pallets, and you don't want it in filing cabinets," he said.
The Sarnoff Corporation, which owns
the former RCA complex where the
library is located, agreed to provide a
new storage area above ground for the
material, which the library hopes to

Irreplaceable materials included 'the most
complete set of manuals' from the RCA
Broadcast Division, spanning the history of
broadcasting from 1930-1984.
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him to several document restoration
companies; within a few hours, the
library accepted a bid from Document
Reprocessors of Middlesex, N.Y.
"They were much more aggressive
and forthright (than other bidders) about
wanting to help us," Magoun said.
But as he measured the flooded material and confirmed that the library's
insurance didn't cover flooding, the initial panic over the wet material gave way
to anew worry: how to pay arestoration
bill that was quickly rising past the initial $25,000 estimate.
"When it became a $ 60,000 bill,"
Magoun said, "it was alittle frightening
for our board, because we didn't have

house in archival boxes properly filed on
compact shelving.
That means more fund raising, and the
library's board has agreed to keep its
campaign going to make sure enough
money is available to do the job right.
The result, Magoun hopes, will be an
archive that's much more accessible to
researchers.
"Who knew that such ahistoric disaster could point to such a promising
future?" he asked.
Donations to the David Sarnoff Library
can be made at its Web site, www.davidsarnoff.org, or to the David Sarnoff
Library, 201 Washington Road, CN 5300,
Princeton, N.J. 08543-5300. te
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AM IBOC
Continued from page 25

Ibiquity, in cooperation with its receiver manufacturing partners, will have to
address this by some means, providing
preamps for such installations or increasing receiver sensitivity, Alexander said.
A "well-engineered" AM HD-R station will provide reliable digital coverage out to roughly the 1mV/m contour
in most cases — no grandfathered overlap or local interference.
"This is adequate, but without agood
external antenna, it may take 30 mV/m
or more to achieve acceptable digital
reception performance," he said.
Stern said Ibiquity suspects the
installer bypassed the amplifiers for the
AM antennas in the Honda cars when
factory- installed head units were
replaced with aftermarket products.
"If installed completely, the aftermarket radio should properly decode the
HD Radio signal," she said. "But, again,
we do not know which radio was
installed in which configuration of a
Honda automobile to be certain that this
is the issue here."
Alexander said his group has searched
for the antenna amplifier and cannot find
it or how it is powered — or if it exists.
Alexander said they are working on other aspects to try to solve the situation.
Trouble ahead?
Some AM HD- R opponents see nothing but trouble ahead for the band with
the current digital scheme.
Jerry Arnold, director of the Terre
Haute, Ind., market for Midwest
Communications that owns one AM and
two FMs there, said AM IBOC will be
the "death knell" for small to medium

markets if the FCC ever goes as far as
mandating the system, which it did not
do in its recent IBOC rules.
His station, WPRS(AM), is a 1kW
daytime/250 W nighttime nondirectional
at 1440 kHz.
"It will end up costing listeners, since
the ' big boys' who have IBOC will
'bleed' on the little guys, causing intense
interference with result of losing listeners
for the little guys," he said.
Arnold, with 40 years experience in
broadcasting, also does not think much of
AM HD-R as it currently stands.
"The 5kHz ` kinda-analog' remnant, in
many cases, reminds me — and to others
to whom Ihave spoken — of atelephone
conversation," he said. "The first- and
second-adjacent ' rushing noise' in astandard receiver blankets a lot farther away
than one might think. -

Contract Engineer Kevin Berlen

I Radio World
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Kevin Berlen, a 23-year engineering
veteran and a contract engineer for a
250 W daytimer and a 1kW day/250 W
nighttime station, is in the same camp.
"The biggest problem Ihave with the
technology is the total disregard for the
NRSC curve that we have been operating
under for many years now," he said.
The NRSC system implemented to
help reduce AM interference is not perfect, he said, but it mitigated agreat number of the interference issues.
"AM IBOC totally blows this foundation away," Berlen said. "It is astonishing
to me that AM stereo was implemented
over two decades ago and with minimal
impact on adjacents.
"With today's technology, we should
have been able to do better."
Alan Carter is the former editor in
chief of Radio World Inte rnational.
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Internet Stream?
Cris Alexander of Crawford
Broadcasting offered suggestions for
AM stations to obtain the best quality digital broadcasts.
While much has been made of the
requirement for meeting the "IBOC
spec" for bandwidth of AM antenna
systems, perhaps the bigger issue is
proper load symmetry and orientation. Crawford has made stations
with +/- 15 kHz sideband VSWR values in excess of 2.2:1 work just fine
in the digital mode as long as the
load is symmetrical and properly
oriented. Orientation tends to be
hyper-critical in such situations.
Other factors that contribute to
good performance are good source
material because AM HD-R does not
play well with high-compression-rate
audio streams; high-bandwidth/lowor no-compression Sit; and careful
attention to processor settings.
"You can make AM HD-R sound
truly FM- like," Alexander said,
"with good attention to details: proper load symmetry/orientation, lowcompression/high data rate source
material, high-bandwidth/low-compression or linear STL and careful
processing.
"You can otherwise, with very little effort, make it sound really bad.
"It can sound like abad Internet
stream."
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SHORTWAVE

WCAU Used Shortwave in Philadelphia
sign chosen to replace W3XAU was
WCAI. This call sign for the shortwave
outlet proved temporary. According to
information in Time magazine, FCC
news releases and several other sources,
"WCAI" was in use for alittle less than
two weeks beginning in mid-August of
1939.
The FCC subsequently ruled that all

Between the Wars, the Station Launched a
Shortwave Operation Under Call Sign W3XAU
by Adrian M. Peterson
This is the third in an occasional
series about shortwave broadcasting stations in the United States and its territories, published in cooperation with the
National Association of Shortwave
Broadcasters. Some stations are almost
forgotten, others can still be heard today.
During the radio era before World
War II, many broadcasters in the United
States and abroad sought to establish
shortwave relay stations in an endeavor
to give them wider coverage.
At the time, television was more a
concept than market reality, and FM
radio as we know it was still in the
future. The medium-wave band was not
overcrowded, though the medium-wave
signal generally gave only local coverage. However, shortwave transmissions
could give wide-area coverage within the
country and even international coverage
on awider scale.
Many medium- wave stations in the
United States established shortwave
relay transmitters during the late 1920s
and 1930s to carry programming to distant listeners. In fact, some radio historians estimate that there have been somewhere around 100 shortwave stations on
the air in the United States during the
past 80 years; probably more than half of
these were active in the pre-war era.
One of the shortwave stations that
enjoyed ahigh reputation during the early years was in Philadelphia. Engineers
at AM WCAU constructed the transmitter for this collocated shortwave station,
which was licensed by the Federal Radio
Commission under the experimental call
sign W3XAU.
Ambitious
A casual glance would seem to indicate that this was an amateur radio station, but that is not the case.
The X in aprewar call sign indicated
an experimental station, either amateur
or professional. Station W3XAU was a
professional station, relaying the programming from medium-wave WCAU.
It was in 1922 that the Philadelphia
Radiophone Company had launched
medium-wave station WCAU as a small
operation in the back room of a radio
shop in Philadelphia. Ten years later, following acouple of intermediate migrations, a professionally built studio complex became the new home for WCAU;
this was the first building in the United
States constructed specifically as aradio
station. The modern facility was located
at 1622 Chestnut Street.
At the same time, the WCAU engineering staff installed a new 50 kW
medium-wave transmitter in anew building at Newtown Square. The initial
broadcast from this grand new WCAU
was Sept. 19, 1932. At this stage
William Paley owned WCAU and looked
upon it as the flagship station for his
fledgling CBS network.
Early in 1930, the staff installed a
small, locally made 1kW shortwave transmitter with the call sign W3XAU with the
regular medium-wave unit in Philadelphia.

WCAU personnel believe that this was the
first license issued by the FCC for an
international shortwave broadcast station
as acommercial operation.
The main purposes for adding ashort-

legal

it
eof the very le. powerful short wave transmitters

in the

United

tales, 113(All is reaching an ever widening audience throughout the
world The transmitter. incorporating every new mechanical feature,
en put on operation October I. 1936 It operates on to, frequencies —
.
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were in place. And the power increase to
50 kW? They had already applied on
several occasions previously and been
denied.
However, there was another factor to
consider: CBS had a large new shortwave station under construction at
Brentwood on Long Island.
Just prior to World War II, CBS
owned and operated two shortwave stations, the
10 kW W3XAU in
Pennsylvania and another 10 kW unit,
W2XE in Wayne, N.J. However, with
the escalation of the conflict, CBS was
involved with two large additional shortwave stations; Brentwood as well as
Delano in California.
Initially, the concept was for WCAB
in
Philadelphia
to
supplement
Brentwood. However, in view of the
FCC power restriction, CBS finally
decided to close the Pennsylvania station
in favor of the large new facility under
development on Long Island.

sdocele, by day and 6,060 kilocycles by night While %It Station

not intended ( or the North American continent, mail received from
it points in this hemisphere ind.cates a greet audience outside the
esrri area , 1KAU and all , tr•-•
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The 10 kW W3XAUWCAI-WCAB at
Newtown Square
was switched off
at midnight on
Dec. 31, 1941.

•

.......... 411..1.1.1

The Spirit of WCAU,' a pamphlet from the 1930s,
courtesy of Charles A. Higgins.
wave transmitter as a slave relay of the
medium- wave unit were to extend the
station's coverage area, even internationally, and to provide a program service
that could be relayed locally by distant
medium-wave stations. Management saw
this additional programming coverage as
an incentive for advertisers to purchase
time on such stations.
Two years after the Newtown Square
facility was inaugurated, engineers
rebuilt the 1kW shortwave transmitter
and installed it alongside the huge 50
kW medium- wave unit. Four years later,
they re-built the transmitter to 10 kW
capacity and two V-type antennas were
erected for coverage into Europe and
South America.
WCAU became even more ambitious
for an international outreach with the
erection in late 1938 and early 1939 of
two large curtain antennas for coverage
of those two continents. At the same
time, the station made arequest to federal licensing authorities for 50 kW operation on shortwave. On several occasions
in the late 1930s and early 1940s, they
had already submitted similar applications, but on each occasion the request
was denied.
Regularized
With the threat of war spreading in
Europe in 1939, the FCC took a hard
look at the international shortwave scene
in the United States and issued a set of
new rules.
The edict, issued on May 23, 1939,
required that shortwave call signs should
be regularized; power should be
increased to 50 kW; and directional
antennas should be installed.
The ruling provided time for consideration and negotiation regarding desired
call letters. Initially, the first new call

The WCAU-W3XAU transmitter
building at Newtown Square, Pa.,
around 1930, from a OSL postcard.

WCAU studio building at 1622
Chestnut Street in Philadelphia, seen
on a OSL postcard postmarked 1935.

call sign changes for the shortwave stations should become effective on Sept. 1.
However, some stations introduced their
new call signs prematurely, and at least a
couple were tardy. As far as W3XAU
was concerned, the station changed the
call from WCAI to WCAB on Aug. 26,
one week before the official date.
No known meanings have been
attached to the call signs WCAI or
WCAB; it is probable that these were
vacant call signs still available in the
WCA series, thus associating the new
shortwave call with the parent station
WCAU.
As for the directional antennas, they

New Year's Eve
Programming from the Philadelphia
shortwave station initially was atandem
relay from medium- wave WCAU,
though separate identification announcements were given live over the air.
However, when the station became a
genuine international broadcaster, much
of the scheduling specifically was prepared programming for the target areas,
Europe and Latin America. Programming in foreign languages was taken on relay from W2XE in Wayne, and
programming in English was also taken
live from the CBS national network. This
See SHORTWAVE, page 29
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Kaltman Has Handheld RF Spectrum Analyzer

Continued from page 28

shortwave station was heard frequently
throughout the Americas, in Europe and
in the South Pacific.
The 50 kW shortwave transmitter
WCRC at Brentwood was inaugurated
on Jan. 1, 1941. Just one year later, the
10 kW W3XAU-WCAI-WCAB at
Newtown Square was switched off. This
nostalgic event occurred at midnight on
Dec. 31, 1941.
However, that is not the end of the
story. The large new international shortwave station at Brentwood was taken

Kaltman Creations has expanded its line with a handheld
RF spectrum analyzer, the Spectran HF4040.
The company calls it "the world's first low-cost, handheld,
field RF spectrum analyzer that addresses channel selection,
interference identification, RF system monitoring, testing and
exposure limits."
The frequency range is 10 MHz to 4GHz, with applications
in the VHF, UHF and 2.4GHz environments.
"The increased challenges of identifying interference and
finding available frequencies are in some cases becoming
unmanageable," the company's Mark Kaltman stated. "One
area of particular concern is within the UHF band where wireless microphone users are getting ' squeezed out' with the
FCC's UHF band reallocation and the digital television UHF

mandate."
Features include standard frequency sweep
readings and signal strength readouts, as well
as display markers that show the three
strongest peaks and their associated frequencies during each sweep. A Zoom feature
allows the user to narrow the frequency span
to 100 kHz. The system will also do extended data logging and long-term Peak Hold
recording.
The system package retails for about
$1,400.
Contact the company at (678) 71420(X) or visit www.kaltmancreationsllc.com.
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Shortwave transmitter
W3XALJ in the 1930s, co-sited
with AM-MW transmitter at
Newtown Square, on another
OSL card from W3XAL.J.
into service with OWI-VOA (Office of
War Information & Voice of America)
programming less than two months later,
on Feb. 24, 1942 and the 10 kW unit in
Philadelphia was packed up and sent
over to England for use by the BBC in
London.
How interesting it would be to find
out what happened to this famous
American transmitter while it was in
service over there.
Dr. Adrian M. Peterson is a board
member of the National Association oi
Shortwave Broadcasters. He was born in
South Australia in 1931; since 1944 he
has written several thousand articles on
radio history, which have been published
in 25 languages. He is advisor to the
program " Wavescan" and coordinator of
international relations for Adventist
World Radio.
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Anatomy of aSplit Decision on IBOC
Reaching FCC Consensus on 'Final'
Digital Radio Rules Required Leaving
Some Key Items Until Next Time
In the Aug. 1issue we began an examination of the items that remain unsettled in
digital radio rulemaking, focusing first on
the issue of subscription radio.
We'll continue with consideration of the
other open matters regarding IBOC.
One point that came as a surprise to
some was the question of whether radio
broadcasters' disclosure obligations will be
"enhanced." While this is probably a
worthwhile discussion, it is somewhat oddly placed in the IBOC rulemaking process.
In any case, it seems inevitable that this
would come up in some radio broadcast
proceeding, and such revisions might actually make compliance easier in the end.
This is particularly true if it involves
broadcasters placing such data on their
Web sites rather than having to maintain a
hard-copy file.
Politics vs. technology
More contentious are the issues of
broadcasters' public interest responsibilities
and diversity on new multicast channels.
Disagreement over this point among
the commissioners was the main reason
the Second Report & Order ( FCC 07-33)
was held up for so long. Ultimately the
minority on the point — Democratic
Commissioners Michael J. Copps and

Jonathan S. Adelstein — agreed to voice
their grievances in somewhat unusual
"partial dissents" contained in their supplemental statements to the proceeding,
and the ruling was issued in late May,
some five years after the first R&O.
The concerns of the dissenting commissioners here are not simply semantic. From
a political perspective, it is difficult to
resolve the very limited access to broadcast
spectrum offered to new entrants (such as
with LPFM) with the new ability of
incumbent broadcasters to multicast.
While the technically savvy can understand why simply slicing up amultiplexed
bit stream into multiple compressed signals is different than squeezing new RF
channel allocations into an already crowded spectrum band, these distinctions are
lost on most policymakers.
And ultimately, from a pure policy
perspective, it doesn't matter anyway. To
those who would advocate greater diversity of the airwaves, the situation clearly
is acase of the rich getting richer, with
no benefit flowing to the disenfranchised.
To these sectors, the unfairness is obvious when comparing how limited LPFM
authorizations are, for example, with how
easily incumbents gain multiple new channels via IBOC multicasting. In fact, even
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The Big Picture

though IBOC technically occupies no new
bandwidth, the dissenters repeatedly refer
to the service as "digital spectrum" or
"free use of additional spectrum made
possible by digital technology."
In his dissent, Commissioner Adelstein
cited how few U.S. broadcast stations are
in the hands of women and minorities
(current station ownership or control
stands at about 93 percent white male), a
level of diversity that he declared "embarrassingly and unjustifiably low." He characterized the new IBOC rules as "another
missed opportunity to promote diversity,
another dream deferred."

by Skip Pizzi

tions on digital radio, and how to establish policy enforcing those obligations
while serving both broadcasters' needs
and the public interest.
It seems clear
Even the statements by the Republican
that the book is
majority of the commission expressed
hope that broadcasters would utilize mulstill quite open on
ticasting to promote localism and diversity of content. Left unsaid but perhaps
digital radio rules.
implied was what might happen if broadcasters failed to adequately deliver on
Meanwhile, Commissioner Copps
this expectation.
questioned the impact of IBOC multicasCommissioner Robert M. McDowell
ting in the context of broadcast ownersummed up the overarching message of
ship, saying in his dissent, "Ihope we'll
the proceeding in this area with his statelook at this ( multicasting) before anyone
ment's recommendation to "study how
suggests loosening our ownership limits."
multicasting evolves on its own and
He also asked, "Does acompany really
under existing public interest obligations
need to own eight radio stations in amarbefore we try to anticipate or micromanket when it has the ability to multicast?"
age the market," along with his belief that
"the proper course now is to allow these
Other concerns
nascent digital radio services to develop
Localism was also on the commissionin the marketplace without heaping addiers' minds, and here again the dissenters
tional regulations upon them!'
He added, "My guess is my dissenting
criticized the Second R&O for not adequately specifying requirements for
colleagues will be pleasantly surprised?'
maintaining or increasing local content in
Yet even McDowell's lighter regulatory touch was countered with the admoninew IBOC services.
Adelstein criticized the commission's
tion that "the commission will watch
market developments carefully, mindful
own Localism Task Force in his stateof our role to adopt new rules should they
ment, lamenting its inability to as yet
complete areport on the status of localbecome necessary:'
ism in U.S broadcasting, a process it
He and other commissioners also noted
that they will observe with great interest
began in 2003. He felt the report would
have been useful in writing the new
the comments received in response to the
IBOC rules, and encouraged the commisSecond FNPRM. Thus it seems clear that
sion to complete the study soon.
the book is still quite open on digital radio
Copps also questioned the proceedrules in the United States. The possibility
ing's leaving open the rules on subscripof a different political makeup on the
tion IBOC services to another round of
commission by the time aThird R&O is
rulemaking, wishing instead that the
written only adds to the uncertainty of
commission had settled on public interest
what truly final IBOC rules will look like.
obligations, indecency requirements and
Next time we will conclude our look at
fees before issuing the Second R&O.
the frontiers of IBOC regulation with an
examination of the conditional access
Regarding that Second Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking included in the
system proposed for use on subscription
proceeding, Adelstein also took issue
services by Ibiquity Digital.
with its lack of directed questions on how
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
to best implement public interest obliga- Radio World.
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'Rome: Donna Lee Helper
Occupation: Media historian, consultant, educator
Accomplishments: Ph.D. candidate, Univ. of Massachusetts; author of three
books and numerous articles; award-winning teacher and consultant.
Hero: One is Eunice Randall, first woman announcer in Boston ( 1919-25) and
first woman radio engineer
Favorite Station of Yore: WMEX Boston and Arnie 'Woo Woo" Ginsburg with
his bells, whistles and sound effects and great personality. He didn't have abig
deep top-40 voice yet he proved that if you're entertaining, people will like you.
Favorite Quote: Micah 6:8. "For what does God require of you but to do justly,
love mercy and walk humbly with your God."
Other: lam the advocate for an adult with autism and Ihave been aBig Sister.
Icollect stamps and old radio memorabilia. Idiscovered the rock group Rush,
who dedicated their first two albums to me.
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MySimBook's radio partner program gives broadcasters the power to
resell mobile marketing packages and provides arich information
channel to dramatically enhance the FM broadcast experience.
Text Message Marketing delivers advertising and promotional messages instantly to
mobile phones through SMS ( Short Messaging Service).
Shortcode Marketing allows listeners to easily text in keywords to your designated
shortcode and in amatter of seconds they'll receive content, promotions, deals or
even ringtones. For example, text " mobile" to 69746 ( MYSIM).
FM/RDS Marketing allows radio content blasts to be synchronized with existing FM
broadcasts and sent to multiple receiving devices equipped with an FM chip, such as
cell phones, iPods, or other PDAs.

MySimBook.com
Providing new revenue streams for FM broadcasters

realF,Mrapo

For more information, call 337.291.7570
or toll free at 888.311.3350
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Join radio leaders from across the country this September as we prepare
to spark the industry towards higher prominence — and profits! From
influential speakers to timely education to the latest technologies, this
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iSEEradio Seeks to Engage Listeners
With a Handful of Clients, WhiteBlox Hopes

online communities, where
fans can participate in
social networking while
by Donna L. Halper
iSEEradio will make lisenjoying the music and
tening more fun by making
watching how the jocks do
Ever since commercial radio's earliest days, listeners
it more interactive.
their show.
have wondered what their favorite announcers looked
Program directors will
Among the earliest
like and what went on behind the scenes during their
recall experiments with
believers in iSEEradio is
favorite shows. Devoted fans might try to get tickets to
visual radio such as CUJeff Vettrus, the regional
sit in the studio audience and watch alive broadcast.
SeeMe in the 1990s. But
director for online at Clear
Today, thanks to modern technology, anyone with a the state of the art and the
Channel Communications'
computer can see as well as hear what's on the radio.
bandwidth of earlier days
Orlando cluster.
One company involved in video streaming is iSEEradio,
made obtaining a quality
He is in charge of aterasubsidiary of WhiteBlox, which provides Internet-protovisual experience difficult.
ritory that includes Florida,
col television, or IPTV, technology for radio.
Today that's no longer a
Mississippi and Alabama;
The company was founded in 2003 by entrepreneur
problem, and WhiteBlox
he became interested in
Greg Demetriades, who serves as the CEO. The parent
can deliver high- quality
WhiteBlox after it was reccompany, also founded by Demetriades, is Continental
streams. But the company
ommended to him by sister
Vista Broadcasting Group Inc., with main offices in
touts
advantages
to
station 94.5 KTBZ, "The
Texas, not far from Houston, as well as branch offices in
iSEEradio beyond the
Buzz" in Houston. In 2005,
Greg Demetriades
New York, Los Angeles, Orlando, Minneapolis,
quality of the video.
he made the move.
Milwaukee and Latin America.
He has been pleased with the results.
Demetriades, 46, is along-time fan of radio. He grew
"Visitors who come to my Web sites won't just find
up in Cleveland and has pleasant memories of listening
our station phone numbers and DJ bios. They can
to his favorite stations.
immerse themselves in arich multimedia experience that
"I can remember when there were radio station bumper
include music videos, news on demand, live streaming,
stickers on alot of the cars, and your social life revolved
video clips of the latest jock stunts and now, with the
around going to clubs and seeing your favorite DJs."
service that WhiteBlox provides to my stations, live inHe never went into radio; but while working in the
studio multi-cam video."
travel industry in the 1980s, he became involved with
Thanks to iSEEradio, he says, there has been adracreating radio commercials for the travel agency he
matic increase in site traffic, especially at Orlando's
owned.
WTKS(FM), "Real Radio 104.1."
He was especially interested in the technological side
Since the station began using iSEEradio, "nearly 30
of broadcasting, since he wanted his commercials to
percent of our audience visits the station Web site and
sound unique. As the Internet grew more influential, he
REAL TV is abig part of the reason why. Listeners love
also became interested in streaming media.
to
watch the antics in the studio and discuss the show
iSEEradio is in use at KTBZ, The Buzz' in Houston.
with other listeners via the built-in chat room."
Interactive
"What's unique about [ it] is that our focus is on
Vettrus has also found the product can enhance staWhen the technology market seemed to die out in
engaging the viewers," Demetriades says. "They can do
tion promotions. "We often take the setup on the road
Cleveland, he sought out acity where technology was
more than just watch.
for live reality shows. Our remote encoder allows us to
still going strong. That led him to Houston, where he
"For example, we offer alive multi-angle camera, so
instantly fire up a high-quality remote Web videocast
moved in 2001, preparing to start acompany that would
viewers can become their own director by switching to
from anywhere we can get online. That has let the listenfocus on his two interests: streaming media and radio.
an angle they prefer. And we have simultaneous live
ers see events live that in the past we could only
Demetriades still believes in radio, but these days it
chat. They can send their friends an instant message and
describe, and we have smashed Web traffic records.
seems to him that young people are not as excited about
tell them to log on, so they can all talk about the show
"For example, there was 'Tiffany's Slumber Party',
it. That's where iSEEradio comes in. In amedia environwhile they are watching it."
where five female contestants spent 30 hours partying
ment where YouTube and Myspace are popular, he says
The benefit to the stations is the ability to create
See WHITEBLOX, page 34
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with Tiffany (amember of The Monsters
in the Morning), all vying to win prizes."
NTR
Vettrus also found that iSEEradio
became a source of non-traditional revenue for his stations, although he doesn't
state how much.
The flexibility of WhiteBlox technology has enabled the staff to create interesting remote broadcasts for clients, and
then post videos after the event. Among
the ways his Orlando stations have used
this approach were shows of the "Big
Brother" and "Fear Factor" type, a live
broadcast of laser hair removal at a
client's office, 24/7 video of an "extreme
home makeover" and live backstage
interviews at rock concerts.
The reaction to iSEEradio pleases
Kenny Fenton, vice president of sales for
WhiteBlox. He says he has seen agrowing number of national sponsors become
believers.
"We've got Bud Light, Time-Warner
and McDonalds," he says, " and local
sponsors too. This really brings more
people to the Web site. The stations that
are using it are having great success
with it."
iSEEradio is on seven stations with
seven more pending; the company
expects 20 more contracts in the near
future, including some from broadcast
owners other than Clear Channel.
As for how the announcers feel about
suddenly being seen as well as heard,
Fenton says they've been having fun

with it.
At KTBZ in Houston, the first Clear
Channel station to use iSEEradio, Rod
Ryan does the morning show. Fenton
recalls that "when they began streaming
his show, he was heavyset and didn't pay
alot of attention to style. But he was getting so much recognition that when people would see him in person, they would
start commenting on his shirt or whatever
he was wearing in the studio.

by switching to an angle they prefer.
And we have simultaneous live chat.
They can send their friends an instant
message and tell them to log on.
— Greg Demetriades

"Pretty soon, Rod started losing
weight and getting in shape. It was like
being on 1'V every day. It gave him more
social status, a visual presence. In fact,
some of the DJs have gained more confidence from it."
There are other systems, such as Roo,
that can offer streaming video to radio
stations, but Demetriades believes none
of his competitors offers all the features
that WhiteBlox does.
He is certain that bringing a visual
component to radio is the way to go.
"We can help stations to raise their

U
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you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
amoment to visit G RACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our :
30and : 60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money- making
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
Neat kleee
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visibility," he says. If an announcer is
doing something crazy or has an interesting guest, the station can put the video
clip up on YouTube and get even more
publicity from it.
WhiteBlox provides the tools for capturing the content, he says, but then stations can be as creative with it as they
want to be. They can do viral marketing.
They can turn one of their personalities
into a video star. They can create their
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commercials to be both audio and video.
"All of this brings more people to the
Web site and gets people talking about
the station:'
Currently, he says WhiteBlox is targeting mainly larger markets, although that
will soon change. He believes stations of
any size can benefit and says the system
is affordable even in smaller markets.
"It's very easy to install. It's arack-

mounted system. You run wires to the two
cameras, and you just need aDSL line."
And for stations that run talk programming or morning zoos, the software can
accommodate a7- or 15-second delay.
In acompetitive world where radio is
only one of many entertainment choices,
bringing interactivity to radio listening
makes the audience feel more engaged,
says Jeff Vettrus.
"One of the first things Irealized when
Imade the jump from on-air to Web guy
was that radio didn't have to be 'theater
of the mind' any longer. We could now
enhance our product and tell the story
better by adding a visual component.
From photos to video clips to live video
reality shows online, our listeners
became hooked immediately."
iSEEradio costs vary, depending on
what kind of solution each station prefers
— live, video on demand, what features,
how often they broadcast, user minutes
and so forth.
The company emphasizes that the
player contains many advertising opportunities and atitle sponsorship opportunity that the stations can sell to advertisers
and sponsors; they say the new revenue
essentially allows the solution to pay for
itself.
A demo can be found at www.whiteblox.com under the Radio Clients
Showcase.
Donna Halper is a radio consultant,
media historian and educator She wrote
in May about the annual report on the
state of media by The Project for
Excellence in Journalism. 0

Greater Media Raises
Funds for New Summer Camp
Greater Media held the
first of what organizers
plan to be an annual radiothon to raise funds for the
new Camp Harbor View.
The daylong fundraiser
aired in June on the five
Greater Media stations in
Boston. The project is a
partnership of the city, the
Camp Harbor View Foundation and Boys & Girls
Clubs of Boston. The goal
is to provide a safe, challenging summer camp
Campers Denise, Jasmin, WNW( talent Candy
experience for Boston kids
°Terry, Craig, Zakisha and (front) Eduardo
age 11 to 14.
The camp is on land in Boston Harbor.
Organizers say they
raised at least $ 140,000
from the radiothon.
-Celebrities taking part or
calling in included Brian
Denehey, Jay Thomas,
Steve Sweeney, Donna
Summer, Cam Neely, Joey
McIntyre, Tom Arnold,
John Krasinski, " Boston"
Rob
Mariano,
Carrie
Fisher, Ed McMahon and
Boston Mayor Menino.
Also involved were Red
Sox baseball players Dustin
Pedroia, Manny Delcarmen
Wally Brine, left, and Loren Owens of the
and Kevin Youkilis; the
WROR morning show flank Jack Connors,
team's manager Terry
founder of Camp Harbor View Founder. At
Francona; and Baltimore
right is Peter Smyth, head of Greater Media.
Orioles player Kevin Millar,
still popular in the city from his past role with the team.
Send RW photos of your station's events, promotions or public events. E-mail
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
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German Radio May Say Auf Wiedersehen
Aging Listeners and Hosts May Presage
End of German-Language Radio in U.S.
by Arndt Peltner

Though almost unknown to many
Americans here, German-language U.S.
radio — an important part of German
history in the United States and of the
American radio landscape — may soon
disappear.
As early as the 1930s, foreign- language shows emerged on U.S. radio.
While some immigrants listened to
programs from abroad on their shortwave
radios, American-produced foreign language broadcasts grew in popularity.
Programs originally were geared towards
immigrants as language courses, but
demand grew for information from countries of origin and from immigrant communities within this country.

presenting his audience with alight musical mixture of the genres "Schlager" and
"Volksmusik." His goal was not to inform
but to entertain; Schneider didn't feel the
need to present news of any kind on his
show.
Other shows emerged with a mixed
format, such as Manfred Müller's
"Schlager Cocktail," which began in the
mid- 1960s and was aired in Fremont.
Müller wasn't satisfied with Schneider's
music-only format, which lacked information.
"I think my show was more profes-

1
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Don't settle for less; listen to the best
— of German music.' A promotional
image for Peter Buhrmann.

I Radio World

sional," he said. "Ididn't play the same
songs over and over. Instead Igot my
records from Germany. In the first half
hour of the program Iplayed more pop
songs; the second half hour was more
German folk-oriented. After that, half an
hour of opera, followed by 30 minutes of
classical music. And that was well
received."
Before every broadcast, Müller listened via shortwave radio to the news on
Deutsche Welle, the government-funded
radio program out of Cologne.
Sometimes he had to listen three or four
times because of the low quality reception of those broadcasts.
His goal was to inform his audience
and bring them news from their home
country. He also had afriend in Germany
who sent him aweekly letter with the latSee GERMAN, page 36

Today, only about
20 German-language
programs remain
on the air in the
country, and most
of them are likely

REmoteMix
1 • ,

to end in the
foreseeable future.

I
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With the end of World War II, the radio
industry in the U.S. boomed. Radio
receivers became less expensive and more
portable, creating a mass market with
huge demand for diverse programming.
Station managers and business owners
around the country recognized the influx
of immigrants as apossible target audience for advertising. Therefore, some stations were programmed for immigrant
audiences for commercial rather than cultural reasons. Air time was made available for local hosts who could purchase
time slots for their self-produced programs.
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RemoteMix

Introducing AField Mixer That's Outstanding In Its...um...Field
Combining afour-channel field mixer with afour-channel headphone
amplifier, aphone- line hybrid, auniversal PBX handset interface, a
wireless phone interface and Bluetooth' Wireless Technology to conned to cell phones and portables, the RemoteMix 4is ready to work
just about anywhere you are.

'Home Melodies '

German- language shows sprouted up
around the country like mushrooms in the
forest after anight of rain.
Shows such as "Stimme der Heimat"
(Voice of the Home), "Heimatmelodien"
(Home Melodies) and " German Hit
Parade" became popular in German communities.
In areas as far apart as New York,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Kansas and
California, German- language programs
could be heard.
The experience here in the San
Francisco Bay Area seems typical. The
shows' programmers were also the hosts;
most of them had had little idea about
doing radio prior to their first time on the
air. They were members of the local community, aiming to serve and inform their
fellow members.
The amateur nature of the programming was a good part of the charm of
these early programs.
Hugo Schneider started ashow in the
late 1950s on a South Bay Area station,

pat

• .3

•

Use it as aphone-line hybrid, calling into your studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as afront end mixer for your POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it
as acombination broadcast/IFB mixer. No matter how you use it, you'll
find that it's an incredibly versatile mixer.
—r .

• -rtalMer Mend

Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! Asoft limiter prevents overdriving the
phone line interfaces, while the mixer XLR output is pre- limiter (full
range), meaning you have afeed for every need. Bass boost adds a
bit of low end before sending the signal down the phone line to provide
that "how'd you get it to sound THAT good over POTS lines" nudge.
There are convenient 3.5 mm send and receive jacks for recording the
show or mixing in your MP3 player.
The RemoteMix 4can be powered by batteries or the included AC
adapter, so you'll never lose aconnection - even during aloss in power!

ala...

Rernalsalb I
linagaled Black Magma
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We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. And it'll be in
your hands in plenty of time for the fall sports season.

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADID

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-m9 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • www.ikaudio.com • infopikaudio.corn
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How Marketing Can Work for Your Station
"I don't believe in marketing outside
our own radio station," the general manager exclaimed as he pointed his finger in
the air.
I'm not sure what he was pointing at,
but his declaration has become acommon mantra in radio markets across
America. The lecture typically includes
complaint about how expensive it is to
advertise — and indeed it is — but it's
too often punctuated by adie-hard belief
that doing so doesn't produce ratings
results.
Iwill forever be astounded that there
are many in senior radio management
who question the effectiveness of advertising our product. And with corporate
financial constraints prohibiting local
managers from investing in marketing
these days, it's even easier to limit oneself to this frame of mind.
But for those interested in fighting the
good fight, here's asummary of how you
can improve results.
What's your message?
The answer is complicated but must be
explored by anyone attempting to score.
Make sure you carefully consider these
areas before you even try to convince the
powers- that- be that marketing can
increase your ratings.
1) Does your radio station sound great
enough to attract additional listeners? Do
you have research that backs up your
answer, or are you guessing? If your
cume is large and your TSL small for
your format, you're looking at afairly big
clue. Marketing brings in cume and many
believe it can increase occasions, but
duration is much more of aproduct issue.
Without TSL, ratings growth is unlikely.
2) Do you have enough money budgeted for the medium you've chosen to
advertise your radio station? If you're not
able to buy enough reach and frequency
with television over many weeks, select
another medium. Direct mail, acheaper
alternative, requires that you flood your
target demo in the market. For outdoor or
transit, you must first have enough invenSTATION
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Promo Power

by Mark Lapidus
You have to spend it to make it.
tory in your marketplace and then have
enough budget to be everywhere with an
impressive showing.

If you're not able to
buy enough reach

3) Determine the medium to be used
not just by cost, but by the message that
you wish to convey. Packing an emotional punch in a direct mail piece is often
difficult, but informative material can be
clearly presented. Communicating the
power of music is simple with television.
4) Once done, test the creative!
There's no question that it takes nerve to
test campaigns. Few people want to look
like idiots when target audiences don't
understand what they're attempting to get
across. Suck it up and take the plunge.
Do your best to get your whole brain
trust on board — get them to see that
whether or not the test succeeds, it's
much better to re-create than to waste
money on a piece that simply doesn't
communicate.
5) Understand the competitive marketing landscape for when you intend to run.
Secrets about media placement are difficult to keep and if you're connected
enough in your marketplace, you should
be able to find out what's going on.
6) It's also amazing how many clusters
compete with themselves for share of

SERVICES

Grapevine Is Online 'Network'
"It's About You" is anew
online talk show hosted by
Mary Wilson-Burkett.
The show is part of the
Grapevine Talk Radio Network, an online site begun in
2005 based in Orem, Utah; it
is operated by marketing firm
Power Strategies. Kim Power
Stilson is owner and founder
of Power Strategies Inc. and
Healthy
Wealthy
Wow
Grapevine Marketing.
Host Wilson- Burkett is
president and owner of
Coaching Associates Inc.,
which helps people make
positive changes in their
lives. Also new on the network is the weekly show "Abundant Living:' hosted by Rebecca Linder Hintze, a
self-help author.
Grapevine describes itself as "the first Internet radio network to push and pull
knowledge across the Internet through talk radio."
For information visit www.grapevineradio.com.

and frequency with
television over many
weeks, select
another medium.

voice. I've seen stations from the same
cluster air in the same spot-set on TV. It's
horribly confusing for aviewer.
Iwould be remiss if Ididn't point out
that our industry is not training, nor even
hiring, the next group of marketing directors. We are relying primarily on program

German
Continued from page 35

news. The letter took up to five days,
but Müller told himself, "Old news is better than no news."
Like other minority programs, his was
financed through advertising. Support
came largely from local German businesses and delicatessen stores.

est

No home
The biggest problem for radio hosts
such as Müller was rapid format changes.
For awhile, these hosts had dedicated
weekend spots. However, commercial
stations are in the business of making
money; when stations failed to bring in
revenue, sometimes the format would
change overnight. At such times, all programs might be cancelled. This happened
to "Schlager Cocktail" when Müller's
station in Fremont was sold. He tried
another in San Francisco, but it was also
sold after only acouple of months.
Frustrated, he gave up after four years
in the radio business.
In the early 1970s, German radio programming across the United States
reached its peak. Ibelieve more than 100
programs were on the air, serving alarge
German immigrant community with
music, news from abroad and information
from within the community. Soccer
results from the professional Bundesliga
were amust for every program.
In 1974, Peter Buhrmann moved to
San Francisco. Two years later he started
the " Peter Buhrmann Radioshow." It

directors who have not specialized in this
area and don't even understand the commonly used terms for placement analysis.
When PDs run out of time and energy,
we sometimes enlist promotion directors
— who are chiefly event producers —
without training or background.
Marketing radio stations outside of
your own airwaves works. If you don't
believe in the power of advertising, try
running a telemarketing campaign in
which you leave messages on answering
machines saying that one of your DJs
will be giving away $5 bills to the first
100 people who show up at aclient location at aspecific time.
Ilove the advertising business because
it does indeed produce results.
If you don't believe in advertising,
what are you doing in commercial radio?
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact him at mlapidus@
cox.net.

ie

would become the longest- running
German radio show in California. In
2006, Buhrmann celebrated his 30th
anniversary with a special dinner event
and surrounded by longtime and dedicated listeners.
Over the years Buhrmann became the
voice of the German community in the
Bay Area, broadcasting on an AM station
that reached far beyond the city limits.
Buhrmann mixes his music with information and current events from Germany;
the latest news is read live on air by journalist Hans-Werner Lange from Germany
via telephone.
Buhrmann's success over the years is
the result not only of his dedication and
the support of his longtime listeners, but
also the demand for aGerman-language
program in the area.
With demographics and technology
in flux, there appears to be an end in sight
to radio programming geared to a
German immigrant community. Both
audience and hosts are getting older, with
the majority having come to the U.S. in
the 1950s and ' 60s. There is no new wave
of German immigrants; and those
younger immigrants already here listen to
German stations via the Internet.
Today, only about 20 German- language programs remain on air in the
country, and most of them are likely to
end in the foreseeable future.
Arndt Feltner is afreelance correspondent for German radio and newspapers.
He is the producer and host of the syndicated radio program " Radio Goethe"
and lives in Oakland, Calif This article
appeared in slightly different form on the
Web site www.radiogoethe.org.
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model and its potential to develop into
something exciting. Ratings aside, it's the
environment, the integration, the message. If you can connect with the audience on a different level, that is more
important than shooting the message out
over the heads of amillion people. It's a
different level of engagement. We think a
message delivered this way is more powerful than acookie cutter commercial in a
cookie cutter environment."
The station can be heard at www.lonestar925.com. It is too early to tell if this
Dallas station is aharbinger of the future
or aglance to the past. But according to
Sue Johenning, it is up to radio management to keep the medium vital.
"We're strong supporters of radio," she
said. "However, stations can earn more
business from existing clients and non-

Johenning: Radio Should Be Flexible
"Lonestar 92-5," playing a blend of
indigenous country and rock. The station's official voice is Willie Nelson's.
J.D. Freeman is president and market
manager.
"I went to Kelly Kibler, our vice president/director of sales, and asked her this:
'If you could do something different for
our clients, what would you do?' said
Freeman.
"She came up with what Icall the
sponsorship integration model. It's category-exclusive and it doesn't involve 60and 30-second spots. Here's how it might
work. We have this very popular concert
in Austin called South by Southwest. So

by Ken R. Deutsch
Sue Johenning is executive vice president and director of local broadcast for
Initiative Media. She and her staff of
more than 150 place millions of dollars
of radio and TV ads on behalf of some of
the biggest clients in the country.
Any station that wants to earn its share
might want to listen carefully when she
suggests that radio needs to change the
way it sells advertising.
"In TV we have product placement. In
fact we were able to get the writers of
'The New Adventures of Old Christine'
to work Home Depot into a storyline,"
she said.
"In radio, the most effective approaches come from stations that come to us
prepared with well-integrated packages.
It's not just about buying a bunch of
spots."
Johenning wants to bring her advertisers together with listeners via personalities and promotions. But there is more.
"Remotes are fine but we need to go
beyond that," she said. "How can we get
acustomized promotion that is relevant
to our advertisers? We need to extend the
connection the radio station has with its
listeners.
"This may involve text messaging,
online ads, on-air spots or any other way
we can reach people. The most effective
sales people are the ones who can bring
together all the assets the station has."
Using shorter commercials is one
approach with which Clear Channel and
others are experimenting.
"The use of shorter spots is a good
move for radio, but it took along time for
this to gain traction," said Johenning.
"Stations need to be flexible. The 'Jack'
format has been willing to work with
selected advertisers to give clients customized spots, read by the station image
voice, during an otherwise commercial-

The most effective sales people
are the ones who can bring together
Sue Johenning
free hour."
For Johenning, radio is an important
part of the media mix.
"It does an excellent job with immediacy, helping us deliver acall for action, a
weekend sale or an announcement about
aproduct in stock," she said.
"Radio also works well to build brand
identity. But unless you're talking about
Radio Disney, it doesn't work too well
with kids. Also, in the case of teenagers,
radio has to compete for its share of listening with other platforms like iPods,
streaming and cell phones. But radio is
finally getting better at integrating these
media to allow people to interact with the
station in different ways."
Lonestar brings it back
One radio station willing to take a
chance on "less is more" advertising is
former classic rocker KZPS(FM), part of
the Dallas-Ft. Worth Clear Channel cluster. This April, the station was reborn as

See us at
NAB Radio
Show
Booth #637

W
1
LCD
DISPLAY
.ç- WATTMETER Model 81030

all the assets the station has.
— Sue Johenning
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Manufacturers of Aud.o Broadcast Equipment

PROBABLY THE BEST DIGITAL
TELEPHONE HYBRID IN THE WORLD
• Fully automatic operation - automatic call answering
&call disconnection
• Superb performance & crystal clear audio - 75dB typical line
balance rejection
t

• Fully adaptive echo cancellation
•
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INDEPENDENT

Visit our website for details:

www.sonifex.co.uk/DHY-03
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Local and remote line hold switching, with RS232 serial port for
remote control

Coaxial
Dynamics
800-262-9425

•

SONIFEX

• International operation with settings for each country

www.coaxial.corn

radio clients by thinking in cutting edge
ways about integrating advertising into
the program content."

our announcer might say, ' If you love
this music, you ought to get online right
now, book tickets with Southwest
Airlines and get down there. And now
here's another half-hour of uninterrupted
music brought to you by Southwest."
It is almost athrowback to a time in
radio when "The Jack Benny Show" was
what audiences tuned in to hear each
week. Announcer Don Wilson would
casually walk in on Jack and Mary
Livingstone in their kitchen to share a
bowl of Jell-O, which the cast would
remark upon for several minutes. It was
sponsor-exclusive and definitely integrated into the show.
"We might not bring in the same ad
dollars with Lonestar 92-5 right away,"
said Freeman. " But we believe in this

mum

MA.

CE

AUDIO

T: 207 773 2424
E: info@independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

Independent Talkback
A Headphone System with Selectable Talkback for Each User

Talk Back/Line or Mic
Stereo Program
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FlexPhones Master

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote

The FlexPhones Master is aprofessional Broadcast/Studio six channel distributed
headphone system with independent talkback capabilities. Each of the six channels provides
stereo program monitohng and selective talkback with interconnection via CAT5 cable to
multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) and/or Monitor Selector Interface ( MSI).
Multiple masters may be cascaded to form larger systems.
The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program and talkback
audio. Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are provided to pre-set maximum input
levels. The microphone/line level talkback input is available via arear panel plug-in euroblock
connector, while the front panel XLR connector facilitates the use of auser-provided
gooseneck microphone or headset. The front panel is equipped with alevel control for local
headphones with both 1/4" and 1/8" stereo headphone jacks. The six front panel talkback
switches allow the user to independently communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can
be configured to insert talkback audio into only the left or both ears and dim either or both
program channels. Any combination of switches may be pressed, while the "All-Call" interrupts
all listeners. The Talkback function can be remotely controlled. Six RJ45 jacks are provided
to distribute audio and power via CAT5 cable to the AHR-1's, which conform to
the Studio Hub+ format on this and all other FlexPhones products.
Low-Zbalanced audio distribution is used to preclude
audio degradation with long cable runs.

The Active Headphone Remote (AHR-1) contains astereo amplifier designed to work
with any combination of high-efficiency headphones with impedances between 24 and
600 ohms. The AHR-1 is equipped with 1/8" and 1/4" headphone jacks, level control,
user-configured utility momentary pushbutton and LED indicator. Two rear panel RJ45
jacks are provided for connection via CAT5 cable to the FlexPhones Master.
The AHR-1 may be desktop mounted, under counter or with the optional
HR-1/MP or HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates, which may be turret
or counter-top mounted.
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BROADCAST'

tools
support@broadcasttools.com
www.broadcasttools.com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST

Products & Services
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DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
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Price US$2700.00
2Towers
\Vill operate with any remote control equipment.

E

11 you wa
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tee of ne
having
dead air br
ht on by
m(4k) loss, ,
is simply
the single
timportant piece
f audio
gear you
ay ever
purchase
or
your
radio stati
-- Dan Slenti
WI ilZ Media

Price US$2100.00
2Towers
-\% 1directionals \nit') studio located at transmitter cite.

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

www.danaggenco
1-888-89AU DI

The Plan B Classic is your guarantee of
delivering uninterrupted audio service.
It's three units in one:

GORMAN REDLICH MEG. CO.

•
•
•

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

Phone 740-593-3150 •

FAX 740-592-3898

Digital and analog adjustable silence sensor
Built-in backup audio on CD, DVD, or Compact Flash
Auto-dialer with clear human voice

www.gorman-redlich.corn/jimegorman-redlich.com
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web server at www.circuitwerkes.co
CIrcultWerkes. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville, Florlda 3260

You're
Here!

...and so are
the potential
buyers for
your products
and services.
Radio World is agreat place
to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!
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.9our A;r- Staff

Multiple Control Panels
Remove Talk- Over
Auto Network
MP3 - WAV - AGC - Search
Advanced Effects and Fast!

Now Use Multiple Control Panels

audionlabs.com
206 842 5202 x203

Available at all

To advertise, call Claudia at:
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com.
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Doing the 360 at Chicago's Q101
Emmis Outlet Seeks to Break Traditional
Bonds With `360-Degree Marketing'
by James Careless
Today, 30-second radio spots are not
enough. That's the conclusion of Emmis
Chicago's WKQX(FM) sales and promotion departments.
To compete against TV and the Web,
Q101 is betting on "360-degree marketing."
In simplest terms, 360-degree marketing
uses every promotional option available —
print, TV, the Web, and of course radio —
to promote an advertiser's product.
But that's just the beginning, says
Mary Nyren, regional vice president of
Emmis Radio.
"In today's market of media- savvy
youth, product placements and integrations are much more effective than oldfashioned ' Buy Me!' advertising. What
works is for our jocks to weave products
legitimately into their on-air conversations, to make them into cool, hip items
that Gen Xs and Ys want to buy into."
In action
The concept is embodied in acampaign that Emmis Chicago is conducting
this summer.
To understand how 360-degree marketing works, go to Q101's Web site at
www.q101.com/top. There you will find a
major Web presentation for the alternative
band Treaty of Paris, aChicago group
that QI01 is promoting.
Actually, "promoting" is an understatement. Using its own resources, Q101 has
created an interactive Treaty of Paris
mini-site, where fans including Q101 listeners can hear the band's music, learn
about their daily lives and ask them questions through blogs.
In addition, Q101's Treaty of Paris
mini-site is full of videos covering concerts, band member on-camera narratives
and " You are there" reality TV- style
events. Fans can sign up for text alerts

360 and Interactive
Emmis Chairman Jeff Smulyan
mentioned 360-degree marketing as
part of his quarterly comments to
financial analysts in May:
-The other thing Iwant to talk
about briefly is the remarkable rise of
our interactive group.
"You will notice that we've allocated
anumber of dollars to invest. Probably
one of the things I've been most gratified by is the vision of our interactive
group, led by [Davis Sayen] and [Ray
Mana]. They are really redefining the
relationship between American radio
listeners and our audiences, and doing
it in many ways, what we call the 360degree model.
"The Radio Advertising Bureau
board asked them to present last week,
and it's one of the more gratifying
experiences I've had to see how really
far ahead of the curve our interactive
group is. We've been contacted by a
number of other companies to help
develop that not only for our own stations but for others in the industry?'

Transcript source: SeekingAlpha.com

providers," explains Nyren. "That's why
they are sponsoring Treaty of Paris and
placing banner ads on their site. But our
promotional strategy goes
Mieeral
amuch further for Verizon.
For instance, when Treaty of
* if'
Paris plays onstage, they
019)ib
have their Verizon cell0191.‘v4`e...mr.à: r
flti '
phones with them. They
even use them during the
,
4
performance to call members
•c.sr
of the audience, and to let the
Phone
Musk Maw
audience contact them."
•
«Breaking
Tlie ¡Ban
d
»du. rrrory
Purl'
Over the air, Q101 jocks
work Verizon products into
their conversations wherever
possible, but do so without
Mary Nyren
beating the product to death.
"Our listeners have pretty
good built-in BS meters,"
•
says Richard. "They know
what alame commercial is,
and what has credibility. As
neessmearamr
long as we respect their intelligence and weave product
The mini-site, with station banner at top,
placements into the shows
client ad at right and unique interactive
logically, without being too
content
front and center.
overly
intrusive, they have no
problem with it."
What else might 360-degree marketing
entail?
A six-month
Marketing and ad programs developed
by the Chicago staff include the broadcast
marketing campaign
radio format as well as podcasting; audio
in Chicago uses some
streaming; music e- commerce; customized Web content; event marketing;
non-conventional
"affinity" programs such as listener databases; and mobile marketing such as text
strategies to benefit
messaging interaction. WKQX and sister
Lance Richérd
station WLUP(FM) also are working with
a big client.
the parent company's new-media arm,
Emmis Interactive.
ence," Nyren tells RW.
about Treaty of Paris, and of course
(The company thinks it is onto agood
Richard adds, "At the same time, you
there's merchandise.
thing and wants to promote it. In fact the
can boost your advertising revenues,
Emmis announced the campaign in
Chicago stations recently hired aPR firm
because product integration allows to you
April. "For the first time in any U.S. radio
— and issued apress release announcing
drive value from potentially every minute
market," it stated, "Q101 and program
that fact — to promote its managers as
of airtime."
sponsor Verizon Wireless are bringing lisleading strategists for the industry. The
In the grand scheme of things, on-air
teners the musical journey of an up-andidea is to push the executives as thought
product integration is just an element of
coming Chicago alternative rock band
leaders in areas such as 360-degree mar360-degree marketing. This is because
through fully integrated media channels."
keting as well as PPM radio technology.)
radio itself is only an aspect of this broad
The marketing program runs to the end of
Mary Nyren and Lance Richard still
advertising approach.
September.
see aplace for traditional radio spots in
"It's all about the money," said Nyren.
In amove that will surprise many radio
the 360- degree marketing universe.
"In radio, the Chicago market generates
veterans, the Treaty of Paris videos were
However, they expect the actual amount
$525 million in revenue annually. For all
shot by Q101's own videographer. That's
of minutes dedicated to spots to decline,
media, the total is $2.3 billion. So what
right: This radio station has its own
as more advertisers pay for on-air product
would you want to be apart of? Radiovideographer on staff.
integration and promotion.
only or the entire market?
"To fully execute our 360-degree plan
"The beauty of this approach is that
"Myself, I'd prefer to go after the $2.3
for Treaty of Paris, we need to have lots of
you can lower spot loads, resulting in a billion pie, rather than limit myself to a
video on our site," says Lance Richard,
better listening experience for your audi$525 million slice."
Emmis Chicago director of sales for
WKQX and WLUP(FM). "YouTube has
STATION SERVICES
proven how much the 18-34 demographic
demands video. By shooting our own and
posting it, we are not only meeting that
demand, but fitting within the cultural context of our audience."
ESPN Deportes Radio added three new markets.
The service calls itself the only around-the-clock national Spanish-language radio
Cool
network in the United States. It is now heard on KNIT(AM) Dallas-Forth Worth;
Promoting Treaty of Paris seems strateWADB(AM) in central New Jersey; and WKCE(AM) in Knoxville, Tenn.
gically smart for Q101. The band fits the
"The affiliate in Dallas will be managed and operated by ESPN Inc., making it the
youth demographic's musical tastes and
first Spanish-language radio station to be fully managed by the company," it stated.
has the added bonus of being local.
Network officials said the additions means ESPN Deportes Radio can be heard by
However Q101 isn't just doing this for
45 percent of the Hispanic population in the country; it has affiliates in 12 of the top
attention; Treaty of Paris is also a major
25 Hispanic markets.
eye-catcher for the client. Emmis created
The network separately announced adeal with Hugo Sánchez, the head coach of
the Treaty of Paris mini-site with the goal
the Mexican National Soccer team; he joins Jorge Ramos and Hernan Pereyra to coof helping Verizon get a step up on the
host the show "Hugo Sánchez en Estado Puro." It airs four days aweek.
competition, at least when it comes to the
The contract gives ESPN Deportes Radio exclusive one-hour interviews with
key 18-34 crowd.
Sanchez before and after matches featuring the team.
"Verizon wanted to position themselves
For information visit espnradio.com.
as the coolest and hippest of wireless
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Equipment Exchange

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACCOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirsr
151T,=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
AudioClassics.com Buy - Sells Trades- Repairs New, Used &
Vintage - McIntosh, Marantz,
Klipsch, Tannoy, JBL and other
US made audio equipment. 800321-2834

RTS Model 416 DA. Will let go
for $ 75.00 plus S7H. Please email mraley@bbnradio.org for
pictures and information.
CAL Dynafex DX-2 - $350.00 " as
is" plus shipping. Call Mike at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
Symetrics
A-220
Stereo
Amplifier - $115.00 " as is" email
mraley@bbnradio.org for apicture
or Mike at ( 704) 523-5555

AUTOMATION

Five ( 5) Belar RF amplifiers good
condition will let go " as is" for
$185.00 each.
Please contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for pictures or
information

EQUIPMENT

CABLES
WANT TO SELL
AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation

Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track,
create shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and ending
cues, hit the vocal every time with
your voice tracks, execute exact
time events, join networks, and
more. The software is free, there
is a small duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL

www.arngroundsystems.com

Audio Arts Model PS 6040 power
supplies (Audio Arts R-60). Will let
go for $200.00. Please contact
mraley@bbnradio.org or call
(704) 523-5555 for information.

Used Pi- Pod 240' X 18" facesolid core galvanized AM tower.
Includes base insulator, cables,
anchor rods. Asking $ 4,000. Call
Ralph Carlson, ( 801) 268-8181
ERI 30 Kw Rated single Bay.
New!
Never
removed
from
shipping box 2/ hanging brackets
- tuned to 94.3 FM - $5000.00 call GC Kincer - KY
606-852-2271
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)

Four (
4) Audio Arts R-60 manuals
for
$20.00
each ( price
includes
shipping).
E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704)
523-5555
for
more
information.
LPB Blue 5c consoles - We've
got about ten of them in good
condition. We will let them go
"as is" for $500.00 each plus
S&H.
Contact Mike Raley at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.

WANT TO SELL
Urban Model 9100B - AM serial #
1822153 is in good condition will
sell " as is" for $375.00 plus S&H.
For
picture
please
contact
mraley@bbnradio.org

www.radioworld.com

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
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NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STLJTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-8040
You Know We Know Radio"

S

LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's 8i 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271- 7625.

WANT TO SELL

and Repair

I -877-766-2999

FACILITIES

WANT TO BUY
Two (
2) URBAN 8100 (
Vintage)
100% perfect condition. Please
email price which should include
shipping to Miami, FL to Juceli
Oliveira, judam@bol.com.br

WANT TO SELL

ANTENNAS/TOWERS/

COMPLETE

IF

Call today tot current rates and

deadlines!

703-998-7600, ext. 154

email: cvanveen@imaspub.com

MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights,
call after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
MUM OILMARSM
A1E 1111.00CIRS,
new & rebuilt kir EL-0m, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
I1435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

WANT TO SELL
Five (
5) Sensaphone 1100 Alarm
and remote monitoring units.
$75.00 each plus S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for information
McMartin MS-25B Amplifier S15.00. e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for
information or call
(704) 523-5555
Seven (7) bulk demagnitizers and
Four (4) wand demagnitizers. Sell
for $ 10.00
each.
E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
Cablewave Systems pressurizer/
dehydrator APO- 20 # 587122 $300.00 " as is" plus shipping.
E-mail mraley@bbnradio.org for
apicture.
WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables,
EO
working
or
not,
working
transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA. Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Equipment
Wanted:
old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing,
recording,
and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, EU, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
ajkivi@gmail.com.

RAY COUNTRY BROADCAST RQUIIPRIINT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

DONATIONS
WANTED
All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine
donation value, We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org
MONITORS

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free:

877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212

SPEAKERS AND

PROGRAMMING
WANT TO SELL
Country Oldies Show, Steve
Warren hosts classic country
hits from 1960's to 1980's.
Two
hours
every
week,
mp3 download, 100% barter.
Info/demo
800-827-1722
www.countryoldies.com.
RECORDERS/PLAYERS
(PORTABLE/STUDIO)
WANT TO SELL
Sony MD JE 320 MD player.
Good condition. Will sell " as is"
for $ 75.00 plus S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
704-523-5555 for information.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old
vintage
speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh,
Marantz,
Electro
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
NEW FM CP's for Western
college towns. Class Cl KRKV
covers Lamar to La Junta,
Colorado.
Class
C3
KVAR
reaches from Chadron to Gordon,
Nebraska, includes tower site.
Asking $ 250K each or $ 450K
for both. Contact Richard at
256-497-4502
or
midabney@yahoo.com.

Buying used equipment?

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get id
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

We have 16 Gentner VRC 2000
remote control units. Fail safe
device not included just the
remote control unit. Will sell " as
is" for $300.00 each plus S&H.
Please
contact
Mike
at
mraley@bbnradio.org for apicture
or more information.

www.radioworld.com

EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STL:s FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" s

NEW FM CP's for Western
college towns. Class Cl KRKV
covers Lamar to La Junta,
Colorado.
Class
C3
KVAR
reaches from Chadron to Gordon,
Nebraska, includes tower site.
Asking $ 250K each or $450K for
both.
Contact
Richard
at
256-497-4502 or
rwdabney@yahoo.com.

Selling used equipment?

yOUIRE ip
THE RIGHT
PLACE'

World Loader
le
AM FM
TranimIttert
Wow Le, our 34dt
yea'"

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock
All Powers • Manutacturet • Instruction Books
•Seres & All Compeete
Vert our Webtuto

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

www.besco-Int.com

For more information,

Or Cali Rob Matany, NatIonal/Int'l Bales

call Claudia Van Veen at

at

321-960-4001

703-998-7600 ext. 154
email:

Blueboxes
Zephyrs

TRANSMITTERS/

HEADPHONES

WANT TO SELL
Three (
3) sets of Beier RF
amplifiers,
Stereo
and
Modulation Monitors will sell " as
is" for $ 500.00 each.
Please
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or
call Mike ( 704) 523-5555 for
pictures and information.

• E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

cvanveeneimaspub.com

1k full time AM for sale in central
New York with property included
as well as FM translators
in
Bradenton,
FL
and
central
Florida.
Visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale
for
specifics.
TAPES/CARTS/

Nautel FM- 5 - Less than three
years service - Used as abooster
for KSIR FM ( Like new) $15,000.00 - call GC Kincer - KY
606-852-2271
Moseley PCL 600 Aural SIL
xmit/rcv at 944.500 mhz. Serial
#52043R & 52024T. Will sell " as
is" for $ 1500.00. Please contact
Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org for
information and pictures.

V-DISCs - 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357

Marti STUR-10 at 948.875 mhz.
Serial #347 will let go " as is"
for $895.00
plus
S&H.
Please
contact
Mike
at
mraley@bbnradio.org
for
information.

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

Continental 5 Kw AM - 1984
Power Rock 315 R - Buyer picks
up $ 5000. Call Larry Barker at
606-598-2415

REELS/CDs
WANT TO BUY

BEE
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MOREACCURATERADIOCOVERAGE
Serving Broadcasters

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Since 1948

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

( 301)921-0115
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Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail:
cvanveenimaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.radioworld.com

Upgrading your facilities?
Call me tor equipment that
best tits your needs"

For more

information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600,
ext. 154.

frie

Fax ( 1011590 9751
mullaneyahnullengr.com

Nir)ftware for your PC

Give us a call to

OMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC
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Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mired

St, Thiensville, WI 53092 ( 262) 242-6000
berteevansassoc.com
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CORNELL-DUBILIER

,,

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

Main

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

BUSINESS!

we AM, FM. TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
aa FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering

FOR YOUR ENGINEERING NEEDS FOR THE NCE-FM

210 S.

1,4

ostia

etmlf

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

EVANS

;

Rea -1AZ inmate
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DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO'
John Lackness
Sales
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johnlescmsinc.com
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

3

INTh
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TRANSMITTERS/

•

EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS cont.

Divers,heri Rro.idc.ist 'ste

Low Power, 60 watts, used only
twice. $ 1500.00 Call Larry Barker
at 606-598-2415
Two (2) Moseley PCL 6010/6020 SIL
xmit/rcv at 947.000 mhz and 950mhz.
Win sell "as is" for $2000.00 per set
plus S&H. Please contact Mike at
mraley@bbnradio.org
for
more
information.
Two ( 2) TFT 8300/8301 SIL
xmit/rcv tuned to 949.0 and
946.00mhz. Serial # are 3198/314-8 and # 980708801. Will
sell "as is" for S1500.00 each plus
S&H.
Please contact Mike at
mraley@bbnradio.org
for
information and photographs.

AM Transmitters
500 to 50.000 watts

i
i.

FM Transmitters
20 to 30,000 watts

'SIL Transmitters/Receivers

Used DEI FM0 10000 in fair
condition. This is a three phase
transmitter with a bad IPA and
combiner that will make about 95%
power with 0E1 600w amplifier.
Willing to let this 12 year old
transmitter go for $3095.00 but
buyer must arrange pick up and
shipping from Charlotte, NC.
Contact Mike Raley at ( 704) 523-5555
or e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org for
more information. Serial number is
ST1OKW054.

Television VHF UHF
Analog and Digital
FM and Television Antennas
Transmission
Line and Connectors
Benny Springer
1-800-210-1737
BennySBP«Paol.com

EMPLOYMENT

v 50W RF output, continuous duty!
v Auto protect with auto soft fail 8.
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
of Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.romseyelecfronks.com

.
.,•••jleb

800-446-2295

rarn5ey

TRANSCOM

0 PO

Tl

N

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
Crown FM1000E
2007
1983
BE FM 1.5A
Harris HT 3.5
1986
Harris FM5K1
1987
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
2005
Harris Z16 IBOC
2002
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
Harris FM2OK
1985
DEI FMQ 20,0008
1989
Continental 816R-3B
1989
Continental 816R-3B
1990
BE FM30A
1989
Harris Combiner w/auto
1982
exciter-transmitter switcher

1 KW
1.5 KW
3.5 KW
5 KW
7+ KW Digital
7+ KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

LIME'
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
'New' 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
(10 W to 10 KW)

Used TV Transmitters
1KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
Used Misc. Equipment
Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website, fmamtv.com, for current
listings.

Used AM Transmitters
Harris SX2.5A
1986
Continental 315F
1974
1982
Harris MW5A
1987
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
1985
Harris DX10
1990
Continental 317C2
1985

2.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
50 KW

TV Antennas
TV STL

Please visit our website, fmamtv.com, for the
most current current listings.

ln Our 33rd Year!

HELP WANTED

CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO. GREENSBORO NC
has an immediate IT opening in our
engineering department.

Motorola Two Way transmittei
removed from service due to
breach
of lease agreement
(company
went
bankrupt).
Cannot find much information but
if you are interested please send
an e-mail to mraley@bbnradio.org

Applicant should be experienced in
workstation and server repair, network
administration, Operating Systems. including
Windows 2000, 2003 Server. XP
Professional. and Novell.

5kw Continental Transmitter for
$5,000 Firm. Buyer Picks Up
1984 Power Rock 315R - Larry
Barker 606-598-2445 Or Cell 606813-1207. Leave A Message.

aplus. Broadcast Automation knowledge,
(such as Prophet) as well as experience in
AM and FM Radio Transmission Systems,
[broadcast, military or Amateur] abig plus.
Applicant must be an upbeat, self starter,
who enjoys and is comfortable working with
people. Must be able to work flexible hours
and share on-call duties. E-mail resumes to:
opportunitieseclearchannel.Com or mail to:

60 Watt Low Power Transmitter
Used Twice Only 1,500. FirmBuyer
Picks
Up.
WKLB,
Manchester, Ky. 40962. Larry
Barker 606-598-2445 Or Cell 606813-1207. Leave A Message.

Cl EARCHANNEI.

Clear Channel Radio, 2-B P.A.I. Park,
Greensboro, NC 27409, Attention:
Engineering Manager.
Please no phone calls.
Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

HELP WANTED

Dedicated with Great Energy,
and eager.
Good on-air/digital
ability, plus notably creative
writing and prep skills. Very
competent
behind
scenes!
Shaun Jones 214-912-4358,
crunkdafied_04@yahoo.com

WRVO Public Radio in
Oswego, NY has an opening
for
a Radio
Technician.
Requires broadcast engineering
background. Familiarity with
FM and HD systems, FCC
guidelines, IT experience and
SBE certification preferred.
More at véviw.wrvo.fm/jobs.
WRVO/SUNY
Oswego
is
AAE/EOE.

Great
copywriting,
plus
digital/production
ability.
Creative thinker, who catches on
quickly. Has a VERY positive
attitude, clever, witty, responsible
and hard worker. Marcus Gray
972-264-0957
txhvyw8@yahoo.corn
ARE YOU A SMALL MARKET
STATION needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the LA area?
I will
make
your
station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available
for
Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff,
917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com

Extremely
knowledgeable
and
articulate
racing
writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out www.bleacherreportcom
or www.rubbinsracingshow.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com
C.E. position wanted: Experienced
with computers, transmitters, H.D.
transmitters, automations, digital
studios.
Robert
King,
Call:
(915)581-2979.

www.f mamtv com • E-mail: transcom @ fmamtv com
RETUNING & TESTIN

F

FROM THE TALL

619-239-8462
Transmitters
and Antennas

TUBES &

u.

D

C Electronics

An International Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

.erxes.U"
—

--fiEW

POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

r.am- mucors .11 lover healners

SVETLANA

tee peces

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

1 EEV
FR%

To Order:
1 -800-881 -2374

Our?
Sroce

Se Habla Español

Worldwide Availability
3089 Deltona Blkd.

te CE

352-688-2374

Fax

BEST SERVICE

352-653-9595

I.

‘1If4

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
MM. •••»•13

3-1609

....dandceledronica.com

CALL 800-414-8823
Inn ( 650) 592 1221
Fax (
650) 592-9988

RF
ehid

1•1

,•••••••rer• •

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

»ei

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

Spring l'ill. FI.

WANT TO BUY

EE

Pro-Tek®

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Made in U.S.A.

FREE to a good or bad home
Gates BC- 1J 1000 Watt AM
transmitter tuned to 1270.
Located in Winnfield, LA — in
working order with Manualsmust be picked up. Call Tedd
Dumas 318-256-5924 or email
twdumas@bellsouth.net

A.

COMPONENTS

=

TO THE SMALL
POSITIONS WANTED

800-441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361

RE PARTS CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

tai
EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
le New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

184..

amas dieron

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors
FOR THE BEST PRICE
d 24 Hr service on tronsmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt con Goodrich Ent. at
402-4eolt8ctentee;icgisecoo
in
r
WINV/

night,

37-2787

760-744-0700

rfpgrfparts.com

www.rfparts.com
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GUEST

COMMENTARY

We're Here to Help
Broadcasters Foundation Outreach Campaign

The theme of the Broadcasters
Foundation of America's financial assistance program for 2007 is "Because Bad
Things Can Happen to Good People."
This is not a cliché but rather the
foundation's motivation to work yearround to provide a safety net for broadcasters and their families who are in
acute need.
This year, under the direction of Chair
Philip J. Lombardo, the foundation's
board of directors has launched its most
aggressive outreach campaign ever to
ensure that any broadcaster who needs
help is aware of the foundation's financial assistance program. "Because Bad

Example #1: A married couple, both
having worked as successful sales executives in the broadcasting industry, find
themselves in an unimaginable situation.
The wife, mother of two small children,
was diagnosed with Lou Gehrig's disease
in 2005.
This rare and paralyzing disease has
robbed her of the life she knew in avery
short time. She is fed intravenously and
relies on breathing support to survive.
This young woman is aware of her surroundings. She can see and hear her children but cannot hold or speak clearly
with them.
Her heartbroken husband is now raising
the seven- and 10-year-old children, coping
with the cruel reality that confronts them

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
ADVERTISER
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Armstrong Transmitter Co.

40

Audion Labs
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Axia - ATelos Company
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Bradley Broadcast
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Broadcast Electronics

39

Broadcast Tools, Inc

WEB SITE URL
www.armstrongtx.com
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www.broadcasttools.com
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Broadcast Warehouse
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BSI
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BSW
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Circuit Werkes
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www.coaxial.com
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Comrex Corporation

www.comrex.com
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Danagger Audio Works
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Electronics Research, Inc.
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Global Security Systems
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Google Inc.
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Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.gorman-redlich.com

34

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com
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Harris Corporation

www.broadcast.harris.com

29

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

14

Inovonics Inc

www.inovon.com

35

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

27

LBA Technology, Inc.

our help are aware that we are here for

6

Logitek

25

Moseley Associates

them in a most compassionate way.

26

Mouser Electronics

9

Omnia - ATelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

17

Omnia - ATelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

16

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

21

Orban

You can be our eyes and ears. We need to
make sure that broadcasters who need

Things Can Happen to Good People" is a
most appropriate theme because it delivers a message of compassion, understanding and hope.
Healing hands
A series of outreach advertisements
are being scheduled on aprobono basis
by the radio and television trade press
throughout this year. Many state broadcasters associations also have placed the
outreach campaign in their monthly
newsletters. The Broadcasters Foundation
of America is running the campaign in its
own magazine, "On The Air."
In 2007 the foundation will distribute
in excess of $400,000 to broadcasters
throughout the 50 states. It is expected
that grants will reach the $500,000 mark
in 2008. The foundation's board of directors works year to ensure that the funds
necessary to meet this growing demand
will continue to be in place.
The following two stories of new
Broadcasters Foundation of America
grant recipients vividly testify to the
urgency or making sure that no broadcaster in need of help is unaware of the
foundation's grant program:

How to ...
Send aletter to the editor:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field. Please include issue date.
Change your mailing address:
Visit www.radioworld.com, click on
Subscribe to RW and follow instructions to change asubscription address.
Contribute freelance articles:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com and
request our Writer's Guidelines.

every day. The Broadcasters Foundation of
America provides the critical financial
assistance for this family to survive.
Example #2: A broadcast personality
and industry entrepreneur is receiving
our help. This individual was in the forefront of the community as afounder of a
national publication dedicated to the
industry. He later pursued several independent entrepreneurial ventures, unfortunately to no lasting financial success.
In December of 2006, he suffered a
massive stroke resulting in brain damage
to a serious degree. This dynamic communicator now contends with short-term
memory loss and is at this time critically
delusional. Fighting for his life, he has
made enough physical improvement to
be transferred to a local rehabilitation
center, where his present condition is
complicated and unstable. Known as a
bold risktaker, he is now in the unfathomable position of being unable to manage his own life.
His health problems are compounded
by a dire financial need. He is without
health insurance, pension or other
resources mandatory to afford the highlevel quality of health care he needs to
survive. His two daughters, working
closely with the foundation, have found
an acceptable health care facility in
which to place their father. This would
have been impossible without the
Broadcasters Foundation of America.
Think of how desperate these families
would be if they had not heard about the
Broadcasters Foundation of America.
The message is simple. You can be our
eyes and ears. We need to make sure that
all broadcasters who may need our help
are aware that we are here for them,
always in amost compassionate way.
Gordon Hastings is president of the
Broadcasters Foundation of America.
E-mail him at ghhbcast@aol.com.
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For 2007 Is Its Most Aggressive Ever
by Gordon Hastings
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Sine Systems
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Vorsis

1

Wheatstone Corporation

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

'For

20 years I've enjoyed RW for

the many articles on engineering,
rules & regs, the 'From the Editor'
column and the Equipment Exchange.
Iwould simply be lost without it. 515
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Unbundle, Rebundle
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A New Approach Could Help Radios Proliferate on Cell Phones
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The FCC recently announced that in its upcoming auction
of analog TV spectrum for telecom use, it's considering setting aside aportion for what it calls "open access."
While specifics remain undetermined, the premise is as
follows: Under today's wireless rules, alicensee can unilaterally determine the devices and services that can be used
over its spectrum. This is why U.S. wireless users typically
have to change handsets when they change service
providers.
An "open-access" wireless environment would seem more
like the post-deregulated world of wired telephony, in which
any type-approved device can be connected to the network.
The open-access approach is how wireless service already
works in the rest of the world. In Europe, it is common for
consumers to buy awireless phone or PDA first, then shop
for aservice plan, knowing that any device they can legally
purchase will work with any wireless service.
Users of GSM-based wireless services in the U.S. can do
this as an upgrade, if they purchase an "unlocked" phone
from a third-party retailer and insert the SIM card they
obtained on their original phone from their service provider.
But few bother, given the two-step process and cost, particularly since the third-party seller of the unlocked phone typically charges its real price, not the subsidized price that a
service provider does in return for acontract with the user.
How would moving to this "European model" affect radio?
Note another big difference between U.S. and European cell
phones: Few if any include FM radios here. Many, if not
most, in Europe do.

Consumers like the feature (and it adds little cost), but
service providers don't, because while you're using the phone
to listen to the radio, you're probably not generating revenue
for the service provider — making calls, surfing the Web,
downloading files. When the providers rule, they determine
the features and capability of the handsets that can be used on
their networks — and no FM radios, please.
Similar limitations might apply to other future features like
wireless Internet radio reception on these devices.
The open approach would give consumers more choice in
wireless devices and decouple this choice from their selection
of wireless service provider. Terrestrial radio receivers then
could proliferate on one of the most actively purchased
devices by U.S. consumers.
We often hear that most radios are purchased as part of
something else — cars, clocks, MP3 players, etc. So why not
include the wireless phone on the list? It would make anice
incremental addition. Unbundle the phone from the service,
and re-bundle the tuner with the phone.
There's much to do before auction rules are finalized, by
which time the open-access idea may be so full of loopholes
that its potential will remain unfulfilled. Or licensees may be
able simply to sit on these portions of their spectrum acquisitions without developing them. We hope the rules are crafted
to avoid such problems and that wireless devices can operate
in afree market — at least in some part of the spectrum. If
so, consumers and broadcasters will benefit.
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Getting HD Where
It Needs to Be
Thank you, Paul! Iknow we have
agreed on this for over a year (" HD
Marketing: Time to Go ' Big League, —
June 20). Thank you for telling it like it is.
As you know, Ihave long been slamming the smug "we can sell HD on radio
only and make it successful" attitude. I've
been very public about my belief and
advocated the use of a multimedia —
including new media — advertising and
promotional blitz to get HD Radio where
it needs to be.
Paul, all radio needs to do is to dump
the current " HD Czar" they have, hire
me, follow my advice or let me loose to
promote HD properly and then reap the
benefits of my efforts.
Of course they must have the desire to
spend some "real money" ... not just the
"bogus bucks" of unused inventory to sell
this technology to the masses.
Ernie Belanger
Armstrong Transmitter
Marcellus, N.Y.
Ihave some HD Radios. The main reason Igot into it is the fact that the transmitter can send 60 dB of stereo separation and the frequency response.
None of my analog radios at home
have had an antenna hooked up since
audio CDs came out. On FM, if the bit
rate goes under 48 kbps Istop listening.
I'm in the Indianapolis market, where
there are five good streams to listen to. If
the bit rate goes low or the digital gets
over-processed, Iwill go back to CDs.
My sister's factory Sirius radio does
not sound as good as my car JVC HD
Radio!

On one station, Inever listened until it
went digital. Now Ifind it has one of the
best- sounding signals and is not in the
top 10 in the market.
What will make HD Radio take off is a
good demo from its favorite station.
Everyone that hears my HD Radio says
"wow."
Gary Day KA9ZYL
Plainfield, Ind.

RF Control
A thought on the article " KKOL Fights
to Keep Transmitter Site" (June 20):
When Iwas in tech school we were
taught that if you wanted to control RF
exposure, make the facilities you wanted
to protect " seem" to be underground,
electrically. This should be fairly simple
to accomplish using the same approach
that is used to de-tune cell phone towers.
By building peers out in the water,
stringing wire between them and aset of
matching poles/towers on the land side
and then tuning the whole thing, couldn't
you make an RF neutral zone?
Iremember working at astation where
the lights went out when you signed off
and shut down the transmitter, and you
could hold up a test lead of a VTVM
(remember those?) and read a500 volts
AC! We got RF burns on our fingertips
and forearms when we lightly brushed up
against acart machine or console. And
believe me, we had to get real creative to
get RF out of the phones.
Having said that, I'd think the physical
size of the plumbing and equipment in
question would make it more impossible
to draw an arc because they don't normally match any multiple of the wavelength of the broadcast in question

(unless it was long wave!).
I've noticed the size of the plumbing
used in the pharmaceutical and Dow
chemical plants up here, and Iknow how
huge they are. Granted, jet fuel is about (or
more than) 200 octane, but vapor emission
should be controlled when transporting
these. The hoses they use have steel webbing throughout mainly because dragging
the hose around on the ground can cause

We got RF burns on
our fingertips and
forearms when we
lightly brushed up
against a cart
machine or console.

static; and for structural support for 100
psi or so of fuel. Electrical connection is
made when the line is connected before
the valve is turned on (unless you like getting sprayed with fuel) because the coupler also is metal.
This is just as absurd as the idea that a
250 mW cell phone is going to ignite
while you're pumping gas at the 7Eleven. It has never happened, yet it is
law in some areas to not use your cell
phone while pumping gas. They need a
nice big box of ferrite cores to run their
sensor wires through afew turns.
Jason Walther
Engineer
Citadel Communications
Saginaw, Mich.

Networked /
/ Independent

75N C5n2plei BUT»
OUR

DIGITAL D- 75N is afull- featured standalone mixing console that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throughout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple I
OC I
NPUT & OUTPUT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.
With the AUDIOARTS D75 N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together— and still stay within budget. Visit our website and learn
more today!
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Copyright 0 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

salesewheatstone.com / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net

Condition
your

Signal
with the New Vorsis - HD- P3

What Is It?
A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digita, outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

WrimIt

For

Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.

What's It Like?
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